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In this Issue
Theanalogoscilloscope,
allbutobsoleted
for laboratory
analysis
applications
bythedigitalor digitizing
oscilloscope,
refuses
to die.lt remains
thefirstchoice
of engineers
andtechnicians
fortroubleshooting
because
of its lowcost,its
easy-to-use
controls,
anditsreal-time
display.
Taking
thisas a challenge,
engineersat HP'sColorado
Springs
Division
setouttodesigna digitizing
oscilloscopethattroubleshooters
wouldnotonlyfindequalto theiranalogoscilloprefer.
scopes,
butwouldactually
TheHP54600
Seriesdigitizing
oscilloscopes
,|00-MHz
haveallthefeatures
normally
associated
withthefull-featured
analog
oscilloscopes
mostoftenusedfor troubleshooting.
Theyhavethesamebandwidth-l00 MHz-and arecomparable
in costandeaseof use.Whilethey're
clearlydigitizing
oscilloscopes-displayed
waveforms
aremadeup of dotsratherthan
continuous
linesthe HP54600
Seriesoscilloscopes
areas quicktorespondto
circuitadjustments
as analogoscilloscopes
in mostapplications
andareactually
betterfor sometasks.Whatmakesthempreferable
to analogoscilloscopes,
notiustcomparable,
is thearrayof storage
andmeasurement
capabilities
thatonlya digitizing
oscilloscope
canoffer.Sincewaveform
datais sampled
andstoredin a memory,
it'spossible
to seedata
bothbeforeandaftera triggerevent,manipulate
thedatamathematically,
anddisplay
waveforms
indefinitelywithoutfading.Beginning
withan introductory
articleon page6 andendingwitha head-to-head
comparison
withanalogoscilloscopes
(page57),ninearticles
for troubleshooting
in thisissuedealwith
the designof theHP54600
Seriesoscilloscopes.
Theydescribe
howthecostissuewasaddressed
by a
highlevelof circuitintegration,
theuseof surfacemounttechnology
printedcircuitboards,
for loading
a
cost-effective
package,
mechanical
andcarefulattention
process.
to themanufacturing
including
the cost
oftesttimeandtestequipment.
Easeof usewasaddressed
in partby providing
dedicated
knobsforthe
maincontrolfunctions
instead
of a menu-driven
softkey
userinterface,
although
menusandsoftkeys
were
retained
for controlofthedigitizing
oscilloscope
functions.
Thedisplayratecapabilitywas
increased
to a
millionpointspersecond,
fiftyto onehundred
timesthatof otherdigitizing
oscilloscopes,
by meansof a
newarchitecture
andtwo dedicated
integrated
circuits.
Waveform
smoothness
wasimproved
by quadruplingthenumber
pertrace.
of pointsdisplayed
You'llfindthedetailsofthearchitecture
andcustomlCsin
thearticleon page1l, themechanical
designon page36,andtheteststrategy
andtestsystem
0n page
21.Theproduction
teststrategy
of verification
ratherthancharacterization
greatlyreduces
thenumber
of
parameters
thatneedto be measured,
andnewFFl-based
(page2g)furtherimmeasurement
algorithms
proveefficiency.
Theproduction
testsystemis partlybuilt-in
andusesonlytwo signalsources
andone
external
instrument,
a digitalmultimeter.
0n page41youcanreadaboutthestepstakento ensure
thatthe
HP54600
Seriesoscilloscopes
meetinternational
andmilitary
standards
for electromagnetic
compatibility-importantfor a troubleshooting
instrument.
A newwayto usethestorage
andinfinitepersistence
abilities
of digitizing
oscilloscopes
is described
inthearticleon page45.Called
autostore,
it displays
the
latesttraceatfullintensity
andearliertracesat halfintensity
sotheusercanseetheeffectsof adjustmentsmoreeasily.
Theanalog-to-digital
converter
usedinthe HP54600
SeriesandotherHPdigitizing
oscilloscopes
is a 16-channel,
16-bit.
indirecttype
to converting
{page48}.In addition
waveform
samples
to digitaldata,it'susedfor calibrating
theverticalgain.
Neuralnetsarecomputing
architectures
thatrepresent
an attempt
to buildprocessors
modeled
onthe
humanbrain.Whilecurrenttechnology
isfar frombeingableto emulate
evensimplebrainfunctions,
neural netsareeffective
for solving
someproblems
thataredifficult
to solvewithmoreconventional
processorarchitectures.
Unlikeconventional
methods,
whichprovide
algorithms
for computing
an outputgiven
an input,neuralnetmethods
specifya procedure
bywhichthenetcanlearnhowto produce
an outputfor
a giveninput.Inthearticleon page62,JohnMcShane,
formerly
withHPLaboratories
in Bristol,
England,
givesusa briefbutinteresting
introduction
to neuralnetsandtheirapplications.
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canresult
networkproblem
buta computer
forthe userofthatcomputer,
failureis frustrating
A computer
a networkconthroughout
spread
withmonitors
networkmonitoring,
of irateusers.Distributed
in dozens
andraisingalarmswhenproblems
errorsandotherevents,
andlogging
trackinguse,detecting
tinuously
of
thanthetechnique
to networkproblems
to reactmuchmorequickly
occur,allowsa networkmanager
thedesignof a distributed
However,
to lookfor a problem.
analyzer
a cabletesteror protocol
dispatching
megabytes
of datacan
several
As thearticleon page66explains,
challenges.
systempresents
monitoring
to
lt'simpossible
localareanetwork(LAN)everyminute.
of a typicalEthernet
1owacrosseachsegment
of whatdatato capthequestions
mustaddress
system
keeptrackof it all,sothedesignof a monitoring
it forthe
andhowto formatanddisplay
it to thecentralstation,
it,howto transmit
ture.howto process
in thedesignofthe HPLanwereanswered
use.Thearticletellshowthesequestions
networkmanager's
A case
system.
LANmonitoring
Ethernet
a distributed
software,
andthe HPProbeView
Probemonitors
howthevariousProbeanddemonstrates
theconcepts
networkclarifies
company
studyof a hypothetical
fault.
Viewtoolsareusedto trackdownan elusive
R.P.
Dolan
Editor

Cover
display
(background)
oscilloscope
andan HP54600A
display
rendition
of an analogoscilloscope
An artist's
to a
eventsuchas a keypress
an asynchronous
(foreground)
to synchronize
of theoutputof a circuitdesigned
f oi gr ohnoeuct py u
c lt e o f t h e s y s m i c r o p r o c e s s o r c l o c k . T h e a s y n c h r o n o u s e v e n t s h o u l d a p p e alreavseal h
produces
an outputthat
to thetimingof theeventandoccasionally
thiscircuitis sensitive
temclock.However,
bytheanalogoscillobutmissed
is two clockcycleswide.Thiswidepulseis shownclearlybythe HP54600A
t h4e6 0 0 A
s c o p e . T h e j i t t e r i s c a u s e d b y s y s t e m n o i s e n e a r t h e c i r c u i t ' s i n p u t t h r e s h o l d l e v edl .iTshpel aHyPs 5
onlythe partof theiitterthatoccurs
displays
limits0ftheiitterwhiletheanalogoscilloscope
truepeak-to-peak
morefrequently.

What's Ahead
of HP'sfamilyof modulalplug-in
articles
onthedesignandimplementation
TheAprilissuewillhaveseveral
to createa
makesit possible
Thisstandard
standard.
to theVXlbusinstrumentation
instruments
conforming
Also
cardsintoa mainframe'
simplyby plugging
manufacturers
fromdifferent
instruments
systemcontaining
makes
that
instrument
power
new
microwave
peak
a
analyzer,
HP
8990A
in theAprilissuewill bethe
featured
netvvork
analyz'
500-MHz
the HP8751A
signals,
on pulsedmicrowave
measurements
calibration-free
accurate,
andthe HP
andthe laboratory,
in production
filtersandresonators
for evaluating
analyzer
er,a fast,accurate
thatrunsHPBASICprocomputers
a plug-incardfor HPVectrapersonal
coprocessor,
measurement
82324A
gramsintheD0Senvironment.
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Low-Cost, 100-MHz Digitizing
Oscilloscopes
TheHP54600
Series
oscilloscopes
combine
theconvenience,
familiarity,
anddisplay
responsiveness
ofanalog
oscilloscopes
withthefeatures,
accuracy,
power
andmeasurement
ofa digital
architecture.
by Robert A. Witte

The oscilloscope has been around for a long time and is
one of the most basic and versatile electronic test and
measurement instruments. Fundamentally, an oscilloscope
displays voltage as a function of time, which gives it the
ability to view a wide variety of signals. While an oscilloscope is primarily a viewing instrument, many oscilloscopes are now capable of performing automatic quantitative measurements on a waveform.
The analog oscilloscope has been the most common type
of oscilloscope because of its low cost and good display
quality. Digitizing oscilloscopes have been growing in
popularity in the high-performance arena, but their
relatively high prices have limited their acceptance in
general-purpose applications. As digitizing technology
(sampler circuits, analog-to-digital converters, and digital
memories) has steadily improved, the cost of digitizing
oscilloscopes has decreased. With the introduction of the
HP 54600 Series, the cost of a 100-MHz digitizing oscilloscope is now comparable to a full-featured 100-MHz
analog oscilloscope.
The HP 546004 two-channel 100-MHz oscilloscope (Fig. 1)
and the HP 546014 four-channel 100-MHz oscilloscope
represent a major improvement in digitizing oscilloscope
technology and product design. The two oscilloscopes are
identical in capability except for the number of channels.
Both oscilloscopes have two full-range inputs (2 mV/div
to 5Vldiv). [n addition, the HP 5460fA has two limited-attenuation inputs (100 mV/div and 500 mV/div) optimized
for use with logic signals, while the HP b4600A has an
external trigger input. The bandwidth of all channels is
100 MHz. A maximum sample rate of 20 megasamples per
second provides a 2-MHz bandwidth for capturing singleshot events. The 8-bit analog-to-digital converter has a
vertical resolution of 0.4o/o.
These oscilloscopes also have features normally
associated with full-featured analog oscilloscopes. These
include delayed sweep, bandwidth limit, acldc coupling,
adlustable vernier on both horizontal and vertical axes,
trigger conditioning (acldc coupling, Iow-frequency reject,
high-frequency reject, and noise reject) and a full-screen
XY (channel versus channel) mode.
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Fig. l. The HP 54600A is a two-channel 100-MHz general-purpose
digitizing oscilloscope.

Analog Barriers
The HP 54600 design team was given the challenge of
developing an oscilloscope that would bring the advantages of a true digitizing oscilloscope architecture to the
analog oscilloscope user. (Some oscilloscopes have added
a digitizer to an analog oscilloscope system, requiring the
user to choose between analog and digital operation.) The
team identified three main barriers that discourage analog
oscilloscope users from converting to digitizing oscilloscopes:
. Cost
. Ease ofuse
n Display confidence.

Gost. The cost goals for the HP 54600 Series products
required that these digitizing oscilloscopes be comparable
in price to a full-featured analog oscilloscope of the same
bandwidth and channel count. Throughout the project, the
manufacturing cost was carefully evaluated. A high level
of circuit integration, the use of surface mount technology, a cost-effective mechanical package, and careful
attention to manufacturability produced a design that met
this goal. While surface mount technology is not inherently less expensive-the cost of the parts and the machine
placernent of these parts is about the same as the older
use of surface mount
through-hole technology-{he
technology allows the oscilloscope circuitry to reside on
one printed circuit board.(not counting the keyboard,
power supply, and display modules). For the acquisition
processor, the design team took advantage of HP's
CMOS-34 l-micrometer process to produce a high-performance but economical design.
Ease of Use. Previous HP digitizing oscilloscopes have
used a totally softkey-driven approach to the user interface. This tlpe of user interface is similar to many other
HP instruments and does a good job of giving the oscilloscope user consistent access to a large number of features. The disadvantage of such a front-panel design is
that the user is required to navigate through several
keystrokes and menu changes to set up the oscilloscope.
This type of user interface has been well-accepted by
many users, particularly those who use oscilloscopes for
analysis and characterization tasks. However, analog
oscilloscope users sometimes had trouble adjusting to the
menu-driven interface. Especially in troubleshooting
applications, the analog oscilloscope user wants easy and
direct access to the main controls of the oscilloscope.
The HP 546004 and 54601A use dedicated lcrobs for their
primary control functions. These functions include the
three main controls (channel I volts/division, channel 2
volts/division, and horizontal time/division) as well as the
vertical position controls, horizontal delay (position),
trigger level, and trigger holdoff. In addition, a generalpurpose entry knob provides control of the measurement
cursors and other advanced functions. Dedicated frontpanel keys are assigned to the Autoscaleand storage keys
(Bun,Stop,Autostore,and Erase).
Softkey menus are used for the next level of features,
which includes acldc coupling, bandwidth limit, trigger
source, trigger mode, trigger slope, and main/delayed
sweep. Softkey menus also control the advanced set of
features associated with digitizing oscilloscopes: automatic measurements, cursors, trace storage, setup storage,
and printer control.
Overall, the user interface is a good compromise, providing easy access to the main controls while still supporting
the advanced features that digitizing oscilloscope users
have come to expect.
Display Confidence.Most digitizing oscilloscope displays
are not as responsive to signal changes as their analog
counterparts. Tlpically, the waveform is processed in
software using a microprocessor that can cause dead
times between acquisitions, limiting the number of waveforms displayed per second. Other display problems such
as aliasing leave the analog oscilloscope user wondering

Fig. 2. The waveformprocessingtechnologyusedin the HP 54600
family of oscilloscopesaccuratelydisplayscomplexwaveformssuch
as amplitudemodulatedsignals.
whether the displayed waveform is telling the real story.
This is especially important in troubleshooting applications, in which the user may not lcrow what the signal
looks like. (Compare this with applications in which the
signal is known, such as the characterization of a pulse's
rise time.)
In the HP 54600 Series oscilloscopes, display confidence
is improved through the use of two integrated circuits.
These two ICs provide a display update rate that is
unmatched in a digitizing oscilloscope in this price range.
With sufficient trigger rate, the display is updated as fast
as one million data points per second.
Why is display update rate important? One reason is that
many applications involve the adiustment of the circuit
being tested. A responsive waveform display lets the user
make the a{iustment very quickly. Another reason involves complex waveforms. Waveforms such as amplitude
modulated signals and video signals are multivalued
functions that change very rapidly. A fast display update
rate produces a much better picture of such a waveform.
To the analog oscilloscope user, the "correct" oscilloscope
display is defined as the display that an analog oscilloscope would produce. Fig. 2 shows the HP 546004
oscilloscope display of an amplitude modulated signal.
Aliasing has always been a problem in sampled data
systems, and oscilloscopes axe no exception. When
aliasing occurs, an input signal can appeax on the oscilloscope display as a signal of a different frequency. Since
this is clearly an undesirable situation, the HP 54600
oscilloscopes use HP proprietary sampling and display
algorithms to reduce the effects of aliasing.
Digital Storage
Removal of these barriers was required to attract the
analog oscilloscope user, but what could motivate such a
oscilloscope user to prefer a digitizing oscilloscope? What
are the advantages of a digitizing oscilloscope when
compared to an analog oscilloscope? In a word, storage.
Storage lets the oscilloscope user capture a waveforrn,
measure it, print or plot it, and transfer it to a computer.

Februarylg92Hewlett-PackardJoumal
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Since the waveform in a digitizing oscilloscope is acquired in digital form and resides in digital memory,
measurement possibilities exist that are not available on
an analog oscilloscope. The most obvious and simplest
use of storage is to acquire a waveform and freeze it
onscreen. Then the user can view the waveform or
perform cursor or automatic measurements at a leisurely
pace. In cases where the signal being viewed is transient
in nature or is difficult to probe, the user can obtain the
waveform, stop the oscilloscope, and then worry about
the measurement. Storage is particularly useful for
measuring single-shot events (Fig. 3), but it is also handy
when making repetitive measurements. Analog oscilloscopes with special storage tubes can store waveforms,
too, but the waveform tends to bloom or fade after a
short period of time. A digitally stored waveforrn can
remain on the display indefinitely without losing intensity
or becoming distorted.
Alternatively, the oscilloscope user might want to transfer
the waveform to a printer or plotter to provide a perrnanent hard-copy record. In this way, measurement data can
be recorded in a laboratory notebook or used as production line or service documentation. If the oscilloscope is
connected to a computer, the data can be transferred to
the computer for further analysis or for incorporation into
a document.
The applications mentioned so far are clearly storage
operations. If we expand the notion of storage we can
identify a few other storage advantages of a digitizing
oscilloscope. The digitizing system of these oscilloscopes
is normally running all the time. When a trigger occurs,
there are already samples stored in memory and these
samples represent the portion of the signal before the
trigger event. This pretrigger viewing capability (also
known as negative time viewing) lets the oscilloscope
user look back in time before the trigger occurred. This
has obvious utility for troubleshooting a system. Often the
symptoms of the failure trigger the oscilloscope after the
cause of the problem has disappeared.
Another important digital storage advantage is fade-free
viewing. A waveform on an analog oscilloscope has a

tendency to fade out when the sweep speed is increased,
while digital oscilloscopes do not suffer from this problem (see article, page 57). Again going beyond the capabilities of an analog oscilloscope (and most digital oscilloscopes), a special storage mode, called autostore,
provides current and historical waveform information
simultaneously (see article, page 45). The historical
information (shown in half-bright intensity) shows the
worst-case excursions of the waveform while the latest
waveform is shown in full intensity. Thus, an oscilloscope
user can monitor the waveform as it exists at that moment and still not miss any temporary aberrations that
may have occurred in the past. Again, since the waveform
storage is totally digital, there is none of the blooming or
fading associated with analog storage oscilloscopes.
Peak Detect
Most digitizing oscilloscopes reduce the effective sample
rate at slow sweep speeds by simply throwing away
sample points. This causes a problem because narrow
pulses or glitches that are easily viewable on fast timebase settings can disappear as the sweep speed is reduced. A special acquisition mode called peak detect
(also lcrown as glitch detect) maintains the maximum
sample rate at all sweep speeds. In peak detect mode,
any glitch that is 50 ns wide or wider is captured and
displayed, regardless of the sweep speed.
Automatic Measurements
The days of having to count graticule lines and compute
measured values are gone. Since the waveform is stored
in digital form, the microprocessor in the oscilloscope can
accurately and consistently perform automatic measurements on the data. Maximum, minimum, peak-to-peak,
rms, and average voltages can be calculated. Automatic
timing measurements include frequency, period, pulse
width, duty cycle, rise time, and fall time. Cursors can be
automatically placed at the measurement points so the
user knows where the measurement is being made on the
waveform (Fig. 4). As mentioned previously, the waveform can also be transfened to an external computer if
more complex analysis is required.
Digital Interfaces
Three digital interfaces are available as options. The
HP-IB (IEEE 488, IEC 625) interface and the RS-232
interface connect to an external computer or hard-copy
device @rinter or plotter). The parallel (Centronics)
interface provides only hard-copy capability.
The parallel interface provides compatibility with printers
(available from a variety of vendors) that support HP PCL
(HP Printer Control Language) or Epson protocols. The
parallel interface is easy to connect. There are no complicated configuration problems with either the oscilloscope
or the printer.

Fig. 3. A digitizing oscilloscope can capture a single-shot transient.
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RS-232 is the industry standard interface for the personal
computer. Oscilloscope users who want instant compatibility with their PC will prefer this interface. All functions
of the oscilloscope can be programmed via this interface
using easy-to-understand commands. The RS-232 interface
can also be used to transfer displayed waveforms to HP

the oscilloscope user to transfer oscilloscope display
images, waveform data, and instrument setup information
from the oscilloscope to the computer. Graphical images
can be translated into industry standard formats (TIFF
and PCX) to be incorporated into documents produced
using word processing or deslrtop publishing software.
Graphical images can be stored on the computer disk,
viewed on the computer screen and dumped to the
computer's printer. The numerical data associated with
the waveform (time and voltage pairs) can also be
transfened to the computer and stored in a format
directly readable by spreadsheet and data analysis programs. These programs can be used for further analysis
of the oscilloscope waveform data.

Fig. 4. The oscilloscope automatically measures the frequency of a
sine wave and places the cursors automatically to show the measurement location on the waveform.

PCL and Epson-compatibleprinters and HP-GL (HP
Graphics Language)plotters.
The HPJB interface is the standard instrumentation
interface for large automated test systems.Its data
transfer rate is better than that of the RS-232interface
and is the preferred interface when measurementtime is
critical. The HP-IB readily supports multiple instruments
connected to a single computer interface while RS-232
usually requires a separate computer interface for each
instrument. While RS-232is standard on PCs, the HP-IB
must usually be added as an option, although it is standard on some high-performancecomputer workstations.
Besides offering full programmability, the HP-IB interface
supports hard-copy dumps to HP printers and HP-GL
plotters.
The digital interfaces are implemented as option modules
that attach to the rear of the oscilloscope. Since the
interface to the option module includes a portion of the
microprocessor bus, ROM and RAM can reside on the
option module. Thus, firmware associatedwith the
particular interface can reside on the module. Additional
features can be added to the oscilloscope at a later date
by adding a module. For example, the HP 54655A/564test
automation module gives the oscilloscope 100 additional
stored setups with mask testing for automated test
applications. The HP 54657N8A measuremenvstorage
module adds more channel math capability, up to 100
stored traces, more automatic measurements,a real-time
clock, and mask testing.
HP Scopelink Software
The full programmability of the RS-232and HP-IB interfaces equips the oscilloscope user with enough power to
implement complex test systems,provided that the user is
willing to write the necessarysoftware. For customers
who don't want to bother with writing custom software
just to transfer data from the oscilloscope, an optional
software package,called HP Scopelink, is available. This
PC-compatiblesoftware package provides a user-friendly
computer link from the oscilloscope to the PC, allowing

Electrical Design
The electronic hardware in the HP 54600 oscilloscopes
includes a high degree of custom integrated circuit
technology coupled with the use of conventional surface
mount components. A simplified block diagram of the
two-channel oscilloscope is shown in Fig. 5.
Analog Section. The signal at the channel input is scaled
in amplitude by the attenuator and preamp circuits.
Various combinations of gain (in the preamp) and loss (in
the preamp and the attenuator) change the amplitude of
the signal depending on the volts/dMsion control on the
front panel. AII these gain and loss settings are under
microprocessor control.
The preamp also splits off a replica of the signal for use
by the trigger system. The trigger system consists of the
trigger multiplexer (MUX), the signal-conditioning circuit,
and the high-speed trigger comparator. The trigger multiplexer selects the trigger source (either of the channels,
the external trigger, or an ac line sync signal). The signal
conditioning circuit provides ac coupling, low-frequency
reject, and high-frequency reject. All of these circuits are
under microprocessor control.
Returning to the channel section of the block diagram,
the output of the preamp goes to the track-and-hold
circuit. When a sample needs to be acquired, the trackand-hold circuit freezes the instantaneous voltage of the
signal and holds it long enough for the analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) to convert the analog voltage to digital
form. The postamp increases the signal level out of the
track-and-hold circuit so that the full range of the ADC is
used.
Acquisition Processor. Both channels of ADC data are fed
to the acquisition processor, which takes the sampled
data, correlates it in time with the trigger, and places it in
waveform memory. Since the oscilloscope uses rartdomrepetitive sampling, the placing of data points into the
waveform memory can be computationally complex. The
waveform samples are not necessarily acquired in sequential order, so the acquisition processor must determine
their proper placement by measuring when the sample
was taken relative to the trigger signal. The acquisition
processor uses HP CMOS technology to implement
dedicated logic that processes sample points at a very
high rate.
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WaveformTranslator.The waveform translator IC takes the
time-ordered samples from the waveform memory and
writes the data to the display. Basically, this means that
the voltage and time values associated with a data point
in waveform memory must be translated into vertical and
horizontal pixel locations on the display. Once these
locations are derived, the waveform translator sets the
appropriate memory location in the video RAM. The
raster-scan display is refreshed from video RAM under the
control of the waveform translator IC.
The two custom ICs (acquisition processor and waveform
translator) are dedicated to the task of processing the
waveform data for the display. Such dedicated hardware
produces display throughput and responsiveness that are
equivalent to an analog oscilloscope.A side benefit of
this architecture is that the main processor is freed to
scan the keyboard and respond quickly to control
changes. Together with careful software design, this gives
the oscilloscope user immediate feedback when making
oscilloscope aqiustments.
Microprocessor.
A conventional microprocessor system
using a 68000CPU, ROM, and RAM is used to control the
oscilloscope hardware. Virtually every circuit in the
oscilloscope is under microprocessor software control.
This includes simple on-off controls like bandwidth limit
and acldc coupling as well as control of circuit voltages
via a 16-channeldigital-to-analogconverter (DAC). The
microprocessor responds to the user's actions by reading
the front-panel keyboard, a{usting the hardware controls,
and writing status and error messageson the display. The

microprocessor software also performs a wide range of
advanced functions such as measurementcursors, automatic voltage and time measurements, saving and recalIing setups and traces, hard-copy control, and averaging
of waveforms.
Product Design
With outer dimensions of 7 inches (18 cm) high by 14
inches (36 cm) wide by 12 inches (30 cm) deep, the HP
54600oscilloscopesfit easily on almost any workbench.
At 14 pounds (6.4 kilograms) in weight, they are conveniently portable. An optional cover protects the front
panel from accidental damage,and an optional pouch can
hold the oscilloscope probes and operating manual.
Cost of Ownership
The HP 54600oscilloscopeshave a standard three-year
warranty (five-year warranty optional). They are designed
for high reliability and easy calibration to produce a low
cost of ownership. Most of the usual adiustments have
been eliminated through the use of software calibration.
(The 4-channel oscilloscope has only eight manual adiustments inside it.) The microprocessor uses the 16-channel
DAC to control various points throughout the instrument.
During the software calibration procedure (which can be
performed in minutes without opening the oscilloscope),
measurement errors such as offset, gain, and channel-tochannel skew are detected by the microprocessor and
removed under software control. The only required piece

Attenuator

channer2*H

TriggerLevel

ProcessorBus

Fig. 6. Simplified block diagram of the HP 54600A two-channel oscilloscope.
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of external test equipment is a pulse or function generator.
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A High-Throughput Acquisition
Architecture for a 100-MHz Digitizing
Oscilloscope
Twocustom
integrated
circuits
offload
functions
fromthesystem
microprocessor
to increase
waveform
throughput
andgivetheHP54600
d i g i t i z i on sgc i l l o scoth
p e"sl o o ka n dfe e l "ofananalog
oscilloscope.
by Matthew S. Holcomb and Daniel P. Timm

The key objective in the development of the HP 54600
Series digitizing oscilloscopes was to design a low-cost
digitizing oscilloscope that has the "look and feel" of an
analog oscilloscope. In other words, the new oscilloscopes were to have familiar controls and traces on the
screen that look almost as good as analog oscilloscope
traces, while maintaining the advantages of a digitizing
architecture.
The acquisition design team investigated why the present
digitizing oscilloscopes aren't widely used by analog
oscilloscope users in troubleshooting environments. The
result was not surprising: the display on digitizing oscilloscopes is notably slower. Dots are drawn on their raster
displays no faster than about ten or twenty thousand
points per second. In contrast, analog oscilloscopes
update their screens at a rate of hundreds of thousands
of waaejorm.s per second.
On many digitizing oscilloscopes, waveform record
lengths are only 500 points or so. These relatively short
records sometimes lead to sparse, discorurected traces on
the screen. Edges don't fill in, aliasing occurs, and familiar waveforms become unfamiliar. Users become uncertain of what is going on between samples.
Needless to say, one of the key design goals for the HP
54600 family was a significant increase in displayed signal
quality. To achieve this, the designers selected absolute
waveform throughput, from the probe tip to the CRI as
the fundamental performance goal. An update rate target
of 1,000,000 points per second was chosen. To optimize

waveform throughput, the single-shot record size was
increased to 2000 points. These records are interleaved
into a final record size of 4000 points per channel,
allowing eight times as many points per trace on the
screen.
The theory was simple: if you just go fast enough, the
display will start to approach the quality of an analog
display. Multivalued signals (such as TV signals, eye
diagrams, and modulated carriers) will look familiar. As
more and more dots per second are drawn on the screen,
intensity information will again be available. And all of
the advantages of a digitizing architecture will be provided, such as the ability to view signals before the
trigger, hard copy, storage, crystal-controlled time-base
accuracy, and highly accurate automatic measurements.
In some cases, the display is even better. Infrequent
events, or very slow sweep speeds, are no longer dim,
eliminating the need for viewing hoods. Single-shot events
can be stored cleanly and clearly, without the blooming
and smearing of an analog storage oscilloscope. In fact,
at many of the common sweep speed settings, the HP
54600 processes more waveforms per second than even
the fastest analog oscilloscope.
Previous Architecture
Fig. I shows a simplified topology for a traditional
digitizing oscilloscope. Fig. 2 shows a task flow diagram
for such an instrument. Notice that the system microprocessor controls everything. It unloads points from the
acquisition memories, reads the time interpolation logic,
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Fig. 1. Previousrastel digital oscilloscopearchitecture,simplified.
plots and erases points on the screen, services the front
panel and the HP-IB connector, moves markers, manages
memory, performs measurements, and performs a variety
of system management tasks. Because the system microprocessor is in the center of everlthing, everything slows
down, especially when the system needs to be the fastest
(during interactive adjustments). This serial operation
gives rise to an irritatingly slow response. The keyboard
feels sluggish, traces on the screen lag noticeably behind
interactive adiustments, and even a small number of
measurements slows the waveform throughput significantly.
IIP 54600 Architecture
The differences between the traditional digitizing oscilloscope architecture and the architecture developed for the
HP 54600 family are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In contrast
to the central microprocessor topology discussed above,
the new topology sepaxates the acquisition and display
the
functions-{hat
is, the oscilloscope functions-from
host processor, and places these functions under the
control of two custom integrated circuits. T}:re acquisi,tion
processor IC manages all of the data collection and
placement mathematics. The uaaeform translator lC is
responsible for all of the waveform imaging functions.
This leaves the main processor free to provide very fast
interaction between the user and the instrument.
Acquisition Processor
The acquisition processor is a custom integrated circuit,
designed in HP's l.0-micrometer CMOS-34 process. It
contains roughly 200,000 FETs in an 84-pin PLCC package. This IC is essentially a specialized 20-MHz digital
signal processor. It pipelines the samples from the analogto-digital converter into an intemal acquisition RAM, and
Iater writes these points as time-ordered pairs into the
external waveform RAM. It also contains the system
trigger and time-base management circuitry.

LZ
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Fig. 5 shows a logical block diagram for the acquisition
processor. An external 80-MHz clock is brought onto the
chip and divided down to 20 MHz. This signal is used as
the system clock for the majority of the digital logic on
the IC. The 20-MHz clock is also converted to quasi-ECl
levels and sent off-chip as the sample clock for the trackand-hold circuits and the analog-to-digital converters.
The external analog-to-digital converters are always mn at
20 megasamples per second (MSa/s), regardless of the
sweep speed setting of the oscilloscope. The digitized
samples are brought onto the chip continuously over ar-t
8-bit TTL bus. When the acquisition processor is set up to
Iook at two channels, it alternately enables the analog-todigital converter output from each channel (still at a
2O-MSa/s rate), yielding a sampling rate of 10 MSa/s per
channel.
Intemally, the vertical sampled data first passes through a
dual-rank peak detection circuit. When the HP 54600 is
set to a very slow sweep speed, there are many more
samples available than can be stored into the final
waveform record (2000 points). For example, since the
analog-to-digital converters are always digitizing at a
2O-MSa/s rate, the acquisition processor may only be
storing, say, one sample out of every hundred, yielding art
effective sample rate of (20 MSa/s)/100 = 200 kSa/s.
During this condition (known as oversampling), the
oscilloscope user may turn on peak detect mode, enabling
the acquisition processor's peak detection logic. Instead of
simply ignoring the oversampled points, the peak detection logic keeps track of the minimum and maximum
analog-to-digital converter values and passes these pairs
downstream. This allows the user to watch for narrow
pulses (glitches) even at the slowest sweep speeds. With
one channel enabled, the minimum detectable glitch width
is 50 ns.

Meanwhile, the trigger block tracks the trigger input
signal. An internal 28-bit counter generates the oscilloscope's trigger holdoff (holdoff by time) function. Considerable design effort went into the development of these
front-end trigger flip-flops to minimize their mean time
between s5mchronizer failures. Running continuously at
100 MHz, the synchronizer metastability failure rate is
predicted to be on the order of once every 10,000 years.

lmto500rrs
I

Delay counters are used to implement the trigger delay
function (pretrigger and post-trigger delay). Essentially,
this allows the user to move the trigger point to the right
(showing time before the trigger event) or to the left
(showing time much later than the trigger event). The
acquisition processor allows at least one screen of
negative time (pretrigger delay), and at least 256 screens
of positive delay.
As soon as the main acquisition logic is ready, it arms the
main system trigger flip-flop. When the next trigger event
is detected, a time interval counter external to the chip
measures the time between the trigger event and the
second rising 80-MHz edge. Using this value and the
phase of the 20-MHz sample clock with respect to the
80-MHz clock, an internal six-stage microcoded processor
calculates the effective screen address of where the first
point stored into the acquisition RAM should be placed
on the screen.
After this address has been calculated, the postprocessing
logic starts unloading data as parallel time/voltage pairs
simultaneously from the RAM and the address calculation
block. Access to the acquisition RAM is internally arbitrated: the writes have unconditional priority. As soon as
the address calculation block signals that it lcrows the
screen address of the next available point in acquisition
RAM, the postprocessing logic unloads that point at the
next available clock edge. This dual-access behavior
allows the sampled trace to be displayed before the entire
waveform has been acquired.
In the postprocessing section, either or both channels can
be digitally inverted (implementing the channel invert
coupling option). Additionally, any channel can be shifted
left or right up to three bits. This allows digital magnification of the analog-to-digital converter samples (used by
the oscilloscope in 5-mV/div and 2-mVldiv settings) and
split screen displays (used in the delayed sweep mode).

Fig. 2. Simplifiedtask flows in the previousraster digital oscilloscopearchitecture.
The samples to be stored axe put into an internal 2K x
8-bit acquisition RAM. This memory is simply a circula"r
scratchpad RAM. When an acquisition is started, the
writing logic starts at address 0 and keeps on writing at
the effective sample rate until it has collected all of the
samples up to the right edge of the screen. In any twochannel mode, the data is aligned such that channel one's
samples are stored at even addresses and channel two's
samples are stored at odd addresses. When peak detection is enabled, the minimums axe held in even addresses
and the maximums are stored at odd addresses.

Finally, the collected data is written asynchronously into
the external waveform memory at about a l-MHz rate.
The vertical samples are written to the waveform data
bus, while the horizontal (time) information is written to
the address bus. Both buses can be configured to control
exactly where and how the data is written into memory.
The host 68000 can program the acquisition processor by
writing directly into its intemal registers, using a traditional chip enable, read/write, register select protocol.
Similarly, the 68000 can determine the acquisition status
by reading a series of status registers. After the acquisition processor has been set up, the host can then issue
various commands to the IC by writing to a write-only
section of address space. There are commands to start an
acquisition, stop, calibrate the time interpolator, and
scramble (dither) all sample clocks. Additionally, the host
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Fig. 3. New raster digital oscilloscope architecture.

can enable interrupts, allowing the acquisition IC to signal
the host when an event has occurred, such as the
completion of an acquisition.
The acquisition processor can also be used to acquire
Y-versus-Xdata. In this XY mode, channels one and two
are collected as (X,Y) pairs and passed directly from the
input to the output section of the IC, bypassingthe
intermediate storage in the internal RAM. These points
are simply written into incrementing locations in the
waveform RAM. Thus the waveform RAM address no
longer bears any time information. Since XY mode is
inherently untriggered, the acquisition processor samples
the trigger clock input to provide a simple Z-axis blanking
(XYZ mode) capability. Only samples that occur when the
trigger input (Z signal) is at a logic high level are passed
from input to output.
The acquisition processor also controls a variety of the
peripheral acquisition functions. Most significant, it
controls two powerful clock dithering algorithms, which
greatly reduce the potential for aliasing at low and
medium sweep speed settings. Additionally, it contains the
necessarylogic to keep the external time interpolation
circuitry calibrated (the HP 54600time interpolator is
continuously calibrated about once every 20 ms). When
the oscilloscope isn't getting any triggers, the acquisition
processor can also generate its own triggers and run in
autotrigger mode. It contains a dedicated trigger counter
and special peak detection modes for performing very
14
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fast autoscale and autolevel functions. It also contains a
good deal of self-test and testability logic and circuitry.
Physically, the bulk of the IC consists of two standard
Iibrary data paths, controlled by two programmable logic
arrays (PLAs). One data path controls the vertical signal
processing, while the other controls the horizontal signal
processing. About a third of the the chip area is dedicated to the 2K x 8-bit acquisition RAM (see Fig. 6). The
trigger section consists of about 100 gates of custom
100-MHz synchronizing trigger flip-flops and clock generation logic.
The design of the chip was remarkably automated.
ASCII-text style schematics were created, showing connectivity between the low-level data path cells. The logic
control was similarly described in a highJevel PLA
description language lcnown as PLADO. From these two
sources, a behavioral model was generated, which was
used extensively to verify that the chip actually did what
the oscilloscope needed.
From this very same source, an awk script was written to
generate artwork automatically. These tools allowed
logical changes to be made to the design while the
physical artwork was kept up to date automatically and
transparently. Switchlevel models were then extracted
from the artwork, simulated hierarchically, and compared
with the behavioral description. All of these tools allowed
a very rapid design-simulate-modify design cycle.

Waveform Tbanslator
The waveform translator, implemented in a l.5-micrometer CMOS process, is a gate array with a main clock
speed of 40 MHz The gate array has 6500 gates of
custom logic packaged in an 84-pin PLCC package.The
main function of the waveform translator is to take the
time/voltage pairs from waveform memory and turn on
the corresponding pixels on the display. The gate array
also includes other features that reduce the number of
parts in the microprocessor system and the number of
microprocessor tasks on a system level. This results in a
very responsive display system, while keeping the total
system cost low.
The HP 54600family uses a seven-inch-diagonalmonochrome raster-scandisplay organized as 304 vertical by

512 horizontal pixels. The area used for the oscilloscope
$aticule and waveform display measures256 vertical
pixels by 500 horizontal pixels, providing eight-bit vertical
resolution and nine-bit horizontal resolution. The waveform translator acts as the display controller and provides
the vertical sync, horizontal s;mc, and video signals (all
TTL levels) to the display.
The waveform translator has control over a 256Kx4-bit
video DRAM for image capture. Each nibble of the video
RAM is divided into two pixels of full-bright and two
pixels of half-bright information representingtwo video
image planes. Live waveforrns are plotted into the fullbright plane at a rate of approximately 1.75million points
per second (7.5 waveforms/videoframe). The half-bright
plane is used for things such as graticules, text, and

<1ps Loop
TimeperPoint

AcquisitionProcessorFlow

WaveformTranslatorFlow

GPUFlow

Fig. 4. Simplified task flows in the
new raster digital oscilloscope
architecture.
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Fig. 5. Logicalblock diagramof
the acquisitionprocessor.
stored waveforms. All accesses to and from the video
RAM are controlled by the waveforrn translator.
The waveform translator handles the waveform bus
arbitration (Fig. 7), generating the handshake signals
required to unload the acquisition processor, to allow
microprocessor accesses, and to read waveform points
for plotting. For each waveforrn bus cycle, there is one

unload request to the acquisition processor for new data.
This is followed by two reads. In each read, two points
axe read from the waveform RAM, translated, and then
plotted into the video RAM (see Fig. 7b). The waveform
RAM is organized into eight 4K-byte waveforrn records.
Each record is a time-ordered list of voltage data values,
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with the smallest address representing the left edge of
the graticule.
In its normal operating mode, the oscilloscope plots voltage versus time. In this mode, the address of the waveform RAM represents the horizontal coordinate, while the
data at that address represents the vertical coordinate of
the pixel memory bit to set in the video memory. The
waveforrn translator plots 4000-point records into a 500
(horizontal) by 256 (vertical) pixel array. This overmapping results in eight voltage points per horizontal pixel
column, which simultaneously improves the sample
density on the waveform and allows all 4000 points to be
displayed at once.
Y-versus-X (channel versus channel) waveforms are
plotted in a somewhat different manner. TWo data points
(one from each channel) are required to form the horizontal and vertical coordinates. These two points are
supplied by the two consecutive reads in the waveform
bus cycle (Fig. 7c). Once the horizontal and vertical
coordinates are read, the setting of a pixel in the video
RAM can occur. Both values are checked to ensure their
validity. The X data has eight bits of information, which is
mapped into a nine-bit-resolution array, Ieaving the
least-significant horizontal bit undefined. The waveform
translator then adds digital noise for this bit in a pseudorandom fashion. This fills every other pixel column that
would have formerly been empty, resulting in a brighter,
connected, more appealing image.
A fundamentally new display mode called autostore
displays the live data in full brightness while maintaining
previous waveforrns in half brightness. Similar to infinite
persistence mode on previous-generation products, autostore lets the user view the accumulated samples without
obscuring the most recent waveform. In autostore mode,
the waveform translator plots the live waveform into both
the full-bright and half-bright planes. While the full-bright
image gets erased every frame, the half-bright image does
not. It accumulates, providing a history of all the captured waveforms in a discernibly different intensity. This
contrasts with previous digital oscilloscopes, which
display both the most recent and all previous waveforms
in the same intensity, making it difficult if not impossible
to identify the Iive waveform. This simultaneous plotting

is possible because both the full-bright and half-bright bits
reside in the same nibble of the video RAM.
The waveform translator performs several functions that
the system microprocessor has performed in previous
architectures. In addition to plotting waveforms, it erases
images, generates multiple cursors, and provides the
microprocessor with several special access modes to the
video RAM. The erase cycle occurs periodically during
each video frame, allowing the erasure of all pixel locations once per frame. Full-bright and half-bright images
can be individually enabled for erasure. Live waveform
erasure is always enabled. This relieves the nlicroprocessor of the (rather significant) overhead of tracking all
points on screen. Since the waveform RAM retains the
last waveform indefinitely, and since the waveform
translator can reconstruct the full-bright waveform image
several times every video frame, a flicker-free image
appears onscreen. Half-bright image erasure is required
during a number of setting changes. For the microprocessor to erase the graticule area directly would take
hundreds of milliseconds. With the waveform translator
performing the erase, the microprocessor sintply needs to
enable the half-bright erasing and wait one video frame
(16.6 ms), speeding up these operations considerably.
Cursor generation in previous digital oscilloscopes is a
difficult and time-consuming task. The microprocessor
had to compute the location of the cursor line and plot
the dashed line across the display, individually turning the
appropriate pixels on and off. In the HP 54600 family, the
waveform translator generates up to eleven line cursors,
slr vertical and five horizontal, in hardware. These
cursors are used as a trigger level indicator, as delayed
sweep indicators, and as measurement cursors. The lines
can be solid, short-dashed, or long-dashed so that the
different cursors can be identified. Additionally, the six
vertical markers can be half screen height, in either the
upper or lower half of the graticule. The cursor generation is made possible by having the CRT controller
on-chip. The CRT controller counters track the raster
beam position, allowing the cursor comparators to generate a serial video data stream that is ORed off-chip with
the full-bright data coming from the video RAM.
Several specialized modes for microprocessor access to
the video RAM have been incorporated to speed software
algorithms. For example, there are special modes for
character generation and image drawing. There is even a
mode that allows the microprocessor to address the
nibble-wide video RAM as a byte.
To reduce system cost, board space, and power requirements, as much functionality was placed on-chip as the
package VO pins allowed. This includes the CRT controller counter system, a 16-bit programmable timer, and the
microprocessor handshake and strobe generation. The
CRT counter system has eight counters, four for the
horizontal slrtc system clocked by the dot clock and four
for the vertical slmc system clocked by the horizontal
sync pulse. The programmable timer runs at approximately I MHz and is used by the microprocessor to time
various software activities.
(continued
1g)
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Sample Rate and Display Rate in Digitizing Oscilloscopes
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Results
In the flnal design, the displayed waveforrns look surprisingly lively. Qualitatively, the traces on the screen respond
instantaneously to front-panel changes, as well as to
changes in the input signal. Fast edges tend to fiIl in
quickly, especially when the autostore mode is enabled.
Multivalued and modulated signals are easily recognizable,
and rarely aliased. Unfortunately, however, the discrete
samples are often identifiable, giving an appaxent granularity, or graininess, to the traces. And even though the
dot density on the screen now shows rudimentary intensity information, a few users will still prefer an :rnalog
display for these signals.
In many situations, the display looks significantly better
than an analog display-and certainly better than conventional digitizing oscilloscopes. Low-duty-cycle signals and
slow sweep speeds axe no longer dimmed by the fading
phosphor. The waveform image is maintained on the
screen indefinitely (and in internal memory for analysis)
until it is overwritten by a later acquisition. Additionally,
even at fast sweep speeds, the 60-Hz refresh rate of the
raster display adds a secondary visual enhancement. Any
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displayed point will light up on the screen for at least
16.6 ms (one frame). Since over eight 2000-point waveforms are displayed every frame, this effectively extends
the visual record size from 4000 points to over 16,000
points. This adds brightness to dim traces and depth to
multivalued waveforrns.
Quantitatively, the screen update rate for the HP 54600
oscilloscopes is shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 8a shows the
number of samples displayed on the screen every second
and the number of triggers processed per second. The
roll-off toward the left edge of the graph is a result of
slowing down the effective sample rate for very slow
sweep speeds. At the very fastest sweep speeds, the
update rate becomes limited by the acquisition rearm
time (similar to an analog oscilloscope's retrace and
rearm time).
Fig. 8b shows the relative waveform throughput of the
HP 54600 versus typical analog and other digitizing
oscilloscopes. For this graph, waveform throughput is
defined as full records for digitizing oscilloscopes (2000
points for the HP 54600) and as sweeps per second for
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Fig. 8. (a) HP 54600 screen updale rate. (b) HP 54600 throughput compared to analog oscilloscopesarrcltraditiona] digitizing oscillcr
scopes.

analog oscilloscopes. For all of the intermediate and slow
sweep speeds, the HP 54600 has the highest throughput
of any other oscilloscope. (Analog oscilloscopes are
limited by a rather significant 25o/oretrace and rearm
time). As the sweep speed increases, the analog oscilloscopes begin displaying waveforms significantly faster
than the digital oscilloscopes. However, at these sweep
speeds, each trace becomes increasingly dim. Whereas it
might take the HP 54600 about 500 triggers for the
wavefoffn to be displayed (at one point per pixel column), it probably takes the analog oscilloscope just as
many triggers to brighten the trace on the screen. Notice
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in Fig. 8a that at these fast sweep speeds, analog oscilloscopes process triggers at a very similar rate to the HP
54600.
Summary
The architecture developed for the HP 54600 family sets a
new level of performance for display update rates in
digitizing oscilloscopes. By offloading the acquisition and
plotting algorithms from the system processor, the overall
to the front panel and to the HP-IB
responsiveness-both
been improved.
interface-has

A Fast, Built-In Test System for
Oscilloscope Manufacturing
Following
a verification
strategy
instead
ofa screening
orcharacterization
module
wasdesigned
strategy,
a special
to replace
thecomputer
input/output
option
module
oftheHP54600
Series
oscilloscopes.
The
resulting
testsystem
hasreduced
bothequipment
costs
andtesttimesto
onetenththose
testsvstems.
of orevious
by Stuart O. Hall and Jay A. Alexander

The HP 546004 and 54601A general-purpose oscilloscopes
have the lowest manufacturing cost of any oscilloscopes
in HP's history. A large contributor to this is a test
strategy that minimizes the cost of calibration and verification.
Tfaditionally, digital storage oscilloscopes have been
tested with a system that evolved from a prototype
characterization system or an environmentai qualification
system. The R&D team described a set of parameters that
they wanted to see tested in changing environmental
conditions, and the test engineer developed a system that
tested those parameters as accurately as possible. This
process resulted in a long list of parameters and a set of
test algorithms and equipment optimized for accuracy.
This test implementation is required when attempting to
understand every aspect of a new product design.
The test strategy for the HP 54600 family of oscilloscopes
was developed to minimize the test process cycle time,
using the least expensive set of equipment possible (see
"Verification Strategy," page 22). Developing this strategy
required a complete understanding of the hardware of the
product, a commitment on the part of the design team to
design margins into the product, and a willingness to
recognize the difference between testing to characterize a
design and testing to verify a product. Here we will
describe this test strategy, from prototype characterization
to production testing, and discuss the benefits of the
resulting system.
Prototype Characterization
Like most new products, the HP 54600 Series oscilloscopes required extensive performance characterization at
various points in the design cycle. The characterization
test system developed for this was used both for characterizing prototype units and for qualifying the product to
HP environmental specifications. Data from this system
was used to influence the design team to increase margins on some specifications. In other cases the system
verified that a circuit had more margin than the designer
expected.

on the success of the project. Because the characterization system was developed as an HP-IB-controlled automated test system, it was necessary to install the HP-IB
parser software at an earlier stage than usual. This
caused the parser code to be developed as an integral
part of the instrument, rather than as an additional
feature. The characterization process uncovered hardware
and software problems that might otherwise have been
missed until a point in the project when it would have
been much more expensive to correct them. The system
was also used to test new prototype test algorithms and
to corroborate the techniques used in the production test
process described later in this article. It was also recognized that the characterization test system would be
required as an auditing system in production for ongoing
verification of key assumptions regarding parameter
relationships.
The standard tests performed with this system were
developed using the traditional process described above.
The system uses the following equipment:
o HP 81314 programmable pulse generator
o HP 86568 s}'nthesized signal generator
e HP 34584 programmable system multimeter
r HP 4378 programmable power meter
t HP 4262A LCR meter
o HP 32354 programmable multiplexer
o HP 9000 Model 360 computer.
Thirty-one different types of tests are performed, generating more than 200 test parameters for the oscilloscope.
(The term "parameter", as used in this article, means the
result of a given test under one specific set of test
conditions. Some tests have many different sets of conditions. For example, a trigger test that measures performance for two different input signal frequencies, on eight
different vertical ranges, on two channels, will generate 2
x 2 x 8 or 32 separate result parameters.) By the
completion of the production prototype phase, the characterization system had been used to verify that each of the
more than 200 test parameters had specification margins
of at least four standard deviations (4o).

A goal was to characterize prototlpe instruments early in
the design process. This had several positive influences
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Production Test
The production test system was developed according to
three fundamental concepts. First, the system would be
controlled by the device under test, or DUT (the oscilloscope currently being tested) to alleviate the cost and
throughput disadvantages of an HP-IB controller system.
Second, the system would use only two signal sources: a
high-frequency source and a precision low-frequency
source. Third, the test process would be designed to
verify that the product is statistically normal. It is important to recognize the distinction between this last concept
and the process of ensuring that all specifications are
met. Of course, for this method to be sufficient to verify
production instruments, all normal instruments must meet
specification limits. This is the fundamental reason to
include margins in the design of a product.
The sequence of test operations carried out in production
is as follows:
1. Functional self-test: comorehensive test for basic
functionality
2. Software calibration: self adjustment of dc parameters
3. Hardware adjustments: flatness and pulse response
adjustments
4. Parametric final test: final product verification before
assembly.
Production Calibration Module
The HP 54600 Series' optional computer interfaces gave
the test system designers a method of developing custom
hardware and software for use in production test. This
custom hardware and software is contained in the production calibration module. Fig. 1 shows how the production calibration module fits into the overall production
test system architecture.
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Hardware. A large portion of the 68000 microprocessor
bus is accessible at a 50-pin connector on the back panel
of the oscilloscope. The customer can connect one of
three interface modules to this connector to define the
product's VO personality. The three interface modules are
RS-232. HP-IB. and Centronics.
The HP 54600 production calibration module was developed using the HP 546504 HP-IB interface module as a
platform. The production calibration module consists of
an HP-IB module with an additional 32K bytes of nonvolatile RAM (64K bytes total). A fixed-amplitude, variable-frequency pulse generator was added for high-frequency
testing and pulse response adjustments (Fig. 2). The

Variable-Frequency
Pulse

Fig. 1. HP 54600 Series oscilloscopeproduction test system,
showing the production calibration module.

Fig. 2, Blockdiagramofthe productioncalibrationmodule.
5O0-picosecond rise time of this pulse generator is sufficiently fast to a{iust and measure the high-frequency
response of the 100-MHz oscilloscopes. The effect of
using a 500-ps source to measure the rise time of a
100-MHz (3.5-ns rise time) system can be estimated as
follows:

t3r.,u. * t3ou.""- t.r",":lg.s2+0.b2-3.5
40ps.

on the main board. To allow compatibility with all revisions of system software, the interface between the
module software and the system software consists of a
series of look-up tables. Calls to system code from
module code are accessed via ROM "hooks" located in
system ROM. Calls to module code from system code are
accessed via ROM hooks Iocated in module ROM. These
function pointer look-up tables do not change for minor
revisions of module and system software. To accommodate custom module software like the production calibration module, many of the more importart action routines
within the system software are accessed through RAM
hooks. This table of function pointers can be modified by
the module softwa"re to implement many custom features

(Fic.3).
The test system software takes advantage of this architecture and virtually takes over the operation of the DUT.
When the instrument is powered up with a production
calibration module attached to the back panel, a function
called initmodule
is called. This function resides in the
module software and replaces the front-panel key-press
parsing function parsekeywith a custom key-press parsing
function parseProdKeyHook.
This function is a state machine
that displays the test system user interface, from which
all the tests can be accessed.

This represents an error of approximately I percent,
which is acceptable given the performance maxgins designed into these oscilloscopes.

Built-in Self-Test
Normal functionality of an instmment can be verified in
large part by built-in self tests requiring no external
stimulus. This test step executes nine built-in self-tests
The pulse generator is driven by the CPU system clock.
designed to verify the workings of the instrument compreThis allows it to be used for testing the oscilloscope's
time-base system, which is driven by a different oscillator. hensively. The objective of these tests is to identify
defective units as quickly and as early in the test process
The CPU system clock drives an array of counters with
as possible. The tests are designed to operate properly
three different countdown values: 1 clock cycle, 16 clock
regardless of whether the software calibration has been
cycles, and 256 clock cycles. This yields output frequenperformed. The self-tests are:
cies of l0 MHz, 625 kHz, and 39 kHz. The output can
also be put into a nontoggling or dc state. The outputs of r Functional test
. Analog-to-digital converter (ADC) test
the counters are decoded and sent through a series of
o Video IC test
Motorola ECLIPS gates to decreasethe rise time from
approximately 30 ns to 500 ps. This method of developing o Acquisition IC test
r Digital-to-analog converter (DAC) test
a fast rising edge results in a large amount of period
jitter in the signal, but the jitter is sufficiently low not to r Waveform RAM test

affect the testing of the product. The pulse tops of the
resulting signal are flat within less than one percent.
Since the production calibration module is based on the
HP-IB interface module, it contains a TI 99144 GPIB
controller IC. This chip is normally used to allow an
external controller to prograrn the oscilloscope, but in the
case of the production calibration module it is used to
allow the oscilloscope to function as a bus master during
the test process. This capability provides some significant
advantageswhich are described later.
Soltware.The main benefit of using the production calibration module for test control is that the DUT's microprocessor executes all of the control and measurement
actions. Executing the tests from firmware resident in the
production calibration module eliminates many slow
HP-IB data transfers to a controller. The test system
software resides in the 128Kx8 ROM on the production
calibration module, and must have access to system code

Fig. 3. RAM and ROM look-up tables contain "hooks" that are used
for communication between the module software and the software
of the svstem under test.
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o System RAM test
o ROM checksum test
o Nonvolatile RAM test.
These tests execute in less than 30 seconds.
Software Calibration
The HP 54600 family of oscilloscopes is equipped with a
multicharurel 16-bit DAC, one channel of which is output
to a BNC connector on the rear panel. This source is
used for gain, offset, and trigger calibration and for
low-frequency parametric testing of the DUT. To verify
that this dc output is accurate enough for calibration and
test, an HP 3478A DMM is used to measure two points on
the source's ou@ut range. The digital multimeter connects
to the DUT via the HP-IB, and the DUT controls the
entire operation using the TI 9914A chip located in the
production calibration module. An external controller is
not used. To meet the test time goals for this product
family, it was necessary to improve the software calibration time over previous products. The high-throughput
acquisition system of the product makes it possible to
measure and compensate for errors very quickly. The
extensive characterization performed in the prototype
phase also contributed to our understanding of how
rigorous the calibrations had to be. The techniques used
for calibration in the HP 54600 family are discussed in
"Using the High-Resolution, Multichannel DAC" on page
54. The algorithms achieve an average calibration time of
approximately 3.0 minutes.
Hardware Adjustments
Because of the aggressive throughput goals for this
system, traditional means of executing hardware adjustments were not sufficient. To minimize the variability of
an adjustment, an automated measurement is necessary.
However, feeding this measurement back to the calibrator
instantaneously is imperative if the adjustment is to be
made quickly. Since the test system is built-in and operates using the CPU of the DUI a(iusted parameters can
be measured and displayed in real time. To eliminate
subjectivity, the test system uses a graphical feedback
a{ustment scheme (Fig. 4). A grid and a parameter
indicator are displayed on the screen and updated using
the HP 54600 family's high-performance waveform viewing
architecture. The system CPU is involved in automated
measurements performed during the adjustments, but the
update rate is still superior to an external controller-based
system. It is important to note the distance between the
two adjustment limit indicators. Adjustment operators
have demonstrated a tendency to overadiust when given
the opportunity. In other words, if a procedure is worded
"Adjust until indicator is between the markers," then the
operator will tend to try to adjust the indicator to the
median point between the markers. If the adjustment limit
markers are correctly set this is unnecessary. The finite
resolution of a raster display can be advantageous in
dealing with this phenomenon. In this case, there are only
two pixels between the markers, so there are only two
locations to adjust to, neither appearing superior to the
other.
The software calibrations described so far a{lust all of
the dc parameters of the oscilloscope. Tlvo adjustments
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Fig. 4. Flatnessadjustmentdisplay.
per channel are necessary to optimize the higher-frequency pa.rameters of each unit. The low-frequency gain of the
front-end attenuator is tuned by adjusting the flatness of
a square wave. This adjustment is complete when the
measured nonllatness is between 0.5% and -0.5%. The
high-frequency response of the DUT is optimized by
adjusting the overshoot with a 500-ps rising edge input.
The range for this a{ustment is 4.85% to 5.650/o.Both of
these adjustments use the production calibration module
pulse source for input stimulus. The graphical adjustment
method described above results in a high degree of
repeatability for both a{iustments. Table I shows the
statistical results from 193 HP 54600A 2-channel oscilloscope boards for these adjustments.

TableI
Results
Adiustment
Adjustment
FlatnessChannel|
FlatnessChannel2

Range Mean Sigma
Desired
-l.1o/oto +0.5% - 0.01% 0.160/o
-}.\o/oto -10.5o/o- 0.03% 0.17o/o

OvershootChannel I

4.85o/oto
5.650/o 5.39Vo 0.160/o

OvershootChannel2

4.85o/oto5.650/o 5.36ok 0.L9o/o

Measurements taken on the production line indicate that
the adjustments typically take 1.5 minutes on the HP
54600A and 3.0 minutes on the HP 54601A.
Parametric Final Test
As its name implies, final test is the most critical step
since it checks final instrument performance. The set of
tests pedormed on the HP 54600 family was driven
largely by the two-signal-source design goal. Tests that
traditionally were tested with a low-frequency sine wave
were changed to use the programmable dc source described above. An example of this is trigger hysteresis,
which is usually tested by using a l-kHz sine wave and
expanding the DUT time base so that the signal on the
screen appears as a flat line. The "dc" value of this flat

ll f6 > f5s1sThen Hyst: Sens

Besponse
TriggerPathFrequency

-t--3dB

t__

o

HystJresis

flrr1 (near dc)

"l:'-qt:i
[r"n,

Trigger
Bandwidth
{ir)

Frequency

Fig, 5, Frequencyresponsecurveshowingthe areawherehysteresis can be usedas a measureof triggersensitrvity.
line is then computed for both positive and negative
trigger slopes to obtain the hysteresis. In our case, the dc
source is slewed through a trigger level for both slopes,
and the difference in trigger values equals the hysteresis.
On the other end of the frequency spectrum, tests that
normally use a high-frequency sine wave are replaced
with tests using the fast rising edge of the production
calibration module. Delta-T accuracy and time-base
linearity axe examples of tests that were easily converted
to use the repetitive pulse train from the production
calibration module. Tligger bandwidth is another example.
Tfigger bandwidth is typically computed by stepping a
sine input to higher and higher frequencies until the DUT
fails to trigger. For the HP 54600 products, this parameter
is computed in the following manner. First, the top and
base of the square wave are measured using automated
measurements in the acquisition path of the DUT. Using
these voltages, the 10% and 90% voltage levels are determined. The trigger level is then programmed to the 10%
voltage and the zero-crossing point is measured in the
acquisition path. This procedure is repeated for the 90%
voltage. Changing the trigger level from the 10% point to
the 90/o point causes a time slew in the acquisition path
that is equal to the lfflo to 90o/orise time of the trigger
path. Assuming that the response of the trigger path is
second-order or simpler, the bandwidth of the trigger path
can be calculated using:

bandwidth. (See the article on page 29 for details of this
technique.) Recalling that all the test hardware and
software is self-contained, this means that the oscilloscope can test its own bandwidth, an interesting result.
Statistical Correlation
In addition to using new methods to test standard parameters, the HP 54600 test scheme uses statistical correlation to replace the measurement of one parameter with
another. An example of this technique can be found in
the trigger tests. The trigger sensitivity is a measure of
the DUT's ability to trigger on a small, high-frequency
signal. This test is expensive in that it requires a leveled
high-frequency signal generator and a time-consuming
search for the signal while a{usting the trigger level.
Fortunately, the value of the trigger sensitivity is proportional to the amount of hysteresis in the trigger compaxator. Until the frequency response of the trigger path
begins to affect the measurement, the trigger sensitivity is
exactly equal to the trigger hysteresis (Fig. 5). As long as
the trigger sensitivity is specified at a frequency below
f15, then the hysteresis can be measured instead of the
sensitivity. Data acquired with the characterization system
illustrates the correlation between these two pararneters
(Fig. 6). For both 25-MHz and 100-MHz test frequencies,
the two paxameters are linearly related over the normal
operating region.
Another general example of correlation can be found in
the number of vertical ranges used for the parametric
tests. The single biggest reason for the traditionally long
test times of oscilloscopes is that vertical range combinations are exhaustively tested. To see how this works,
refer to Fig. 7. Let the first block represent an oscilloscope attenuator, the second block a coarse gain control,
and the third block another level of gain control. (This
architecture is often used in oscilloscopes to achieve a
wide range of vertical sensitMties.) If nothing is known
or assumed about the interrelationships of the blocks, a

100MHZ

*+

25MHZ

o

Bw(trigger

path) = 0.35/tds. (trigger path).

Perhaps the best example of using new test algorithms
for the stimulus sources available is found in the bandwidth test. Bandwidth has traditionally been the most
critical specification for an oscillscope. It is usually
measured with a high-frequency sine wave and a power
meter by measuring the frequency at which the oscilloscope's gain is 3 dB lower than the gain at dc. Alternatively, an oscilloscope can be deemed as passing the
bandwidth test if its response is less than 3 dB down at
the specified frequency. In the case of the HP 54600
products, bandwidth is computed by acquiring the step
response to the production calibration module edge
source, differentiating the step response to approximate
the impulse response, and taking the FFT (fast Fourier
transform) of the impulse response to arrive at the
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Fig. 6. Plot showing the linear relationship between hysteresis and
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=!---*E-!
3 Settings

4 Settings

2 Settings

Fig. 7. There are 3 x 4 x 2 = 24 possiblesettingsfor this chain of
three blocks.
given test will require 3X4x2 or 24 combinations. br
general the formula for N blocks is:
N

Exhaustive combinations : f]

t,

i:I

where Mi is the number of settings of the ith block. On
the other hand, if the blocks can be modeled as linear
systems, then many of the above combinations will
provide redundant information, and the the number of
unique combinations can be reduced to:

Tablell
ParametricTests

Test
TV triggerverify

Source
Pulse

Bandwidth
Rise time
Delta-T accuracy
Time-baselinearity

Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
DC
DC
DC

Tligger bandwidth
Hysteresis
Thiggerrange
Offset
Offset intercept
Peak-to-peak noise

None
None

Test times for this step average 1.5 and 3.0 minutes for
the HP 54600Aand 54601Arespectively.

N

Unique combinations = )wt,

- (N - 1),

7:r

while still varying only one block's setting per combination. For the example above, using this technique results
in 7 unique combinations instead of 24. Sometimesthe
number of combinations can be reduced even further by
making use of a priori lorowledge regarding relative
performances across combinations. For example, by
analyzing the underlying physics of a device's behavior,
one can often determine which setting will produce the
worst relative results. For tests with one-sidedlimits, it is
then possible to test only the lcrown worst-case setting,
and infer the performances of the otf,rer settings. For this
method to work, the true mechanism behind the device's
behavior must be lorown and repeatable. Another way of
stating this is that correlations must be confirmed with
causative lcrowledge. In the HP 54600products, both of
the above techniques were used to arrive at a very small
set of vertical ranges for most tests, resulting in as little
redundant testing as possible.

Data Collection
For parametric data tracking, an HP 9000 Series 300
computer is used to collect data from multiple test
systems (Fig. 8). Since the production calibration module
uses a TI 99144 GPIB controller, the production calibration module is the bus controller in this architecture. The
data collection controller uses HP 98624AHP-IB cards.
The test system transfers the data to an HP-IB card as if
it were a printer, and the data collection system paxses
the ASCII data into floating-point numbers and stores
them in a database. This implementation is particularly
convenient in that the system can be duplicated in a
Iow-volume version with only hard-copy data tracking.
Also, troubleshooting technicians use this feature to print
test results. The specification limits residing in the test
system software can be transferred to the data collection
system using a function that operates in a similar manner.
This makes it unnecessary to recode the limits in the

Using the test minimization strategy detailed above, the
final design for the production test system results in 14
tests being performed. For the 4charurel HP 546014 this
translates to 53 different paxameters, compared to the
over 200 pararneters tested by the characterization
system. Table II lists the parametric tests performed on
each product and the signal source used.
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Fig. 8. Data collection scheme for the HP 54600 production test
system.
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data collection software. The serial number of the DUT is
scanned from a bar-code label on the printed circuit
board. The bar-code scanner interfaces with the data
collection system via an HP 986284 Datacomm card. The
serial number is transferred from the data collection
system to the DUI where it is stored in nonvolatile RAM.
The data collection system is capable of generating test
statistics in the form of histograms, x-R control charts,

and cpt analyses, as well as basic raw data dumps. Test
cycle time data is also available through this system for
capacity planning purposes. Since the data collection
system is offline from the main test process, reports can
be generated at any time while the process is running.
This provision allows either production engineers or
production operators to assess the state of any of the test
pa.rameters at will.
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Results
Results on this project have exceeded our goals in many
ways. The average total test time for both HP 54600
products is less than 9 minutes, meeting the 10 x improvement goal set at the onset of test development. In
terms of capital equipment, a single station for HP 54600
production test has a single-shift capacity of 35 units per
day and costs one tenth as much as test stations for
previous products. Fig. 9 illustrates how dramatic the
equipment reduction is. The test strategy described here
results in considerable savings in production cost, which
translates to a difference of several hundred dollars in
selling price, significantly improving the value delivered to
customers. Several other potential benefits of the built-in
test strategy have also become apparent. Because of the
low cost of duplicating the test system, each production
technician is supplied a test system for use in troubleshooting. The technicians can easily verifu any coffections made to a DUT by executing the test that originally
failed (see sidebar for digital troubleshooting techniques).
Another benefit is the relative ease of transfer to other
manufacturing sites because of the low equipment requirements. This latter benefit is especially important for
high-volume, Iow-cost products such as the HP 54600
family. A final benefit is the experience gained regarding
the ultimate limits of built-in self-test. For test and
mcasurement instmments, this product serves as a good
example of what can be done in the test arena when a
coordinated strategy is employed. Although this strategy
cannot be used for all products, we hope to leveragc the
ideas to new designs wherever possible.
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Measuring Frequency Response and
Effective Bits Using Digital Signal
Processing Techniques
Frequency
response
andeffective
bitsareinformative
measurements
o1
pe
, nbecalculated
d i g i t aols c i l l o sco
p rfo
e rma nace
n dca
byefficient
algorithms
using
thefastFourier
transform.
by Martin B. Grove

Tlvo important measures of digital oscilloscope performance are frequency response and effective bits. The
magnitude of the frequency response shows the voltage
gain of the oscilloscope versus frequency. Effective bits is
a measure of the ratio of signal power to noise power.
Any source of noise or distortion in the oscilloscope will
reduce the number of effective bits. Thus, effective bits is
a wideband measurement that gives visibility to several
performance limitations.
The digitizing architecture of the HP 54600A and 546014
oscilloscopes allows efficient implementations of these
measurements using digital signal processing techniques.
Both algorithms use the fast Fourier transform (FFT) to
convert a digital time-domain waveform to a discrete
frequency-domain representation.
Frequency Response Algorithm
A flow diagram of the algorithm for estimating frequency
response is shown in Fig. la. A square wave generator is
used to apply a fast step input to the oscilloscope. The
resulting digital waveform represents the step response of
the oscilloscope. The step response of the channel 1
input of an HP 546004 at 100 mV/div sensitivity is shown
in Fig. lb. The time derivative of the step response is the
impulse response. A discrete version of the true derivative is performed on the digital waveform using the first
baclo,vard difference operator. Fig. lc shows the impulse
response of the HP 54600A. The jagged lines result from
noise in the step response amplified by the discrete
derivative operation. This noise is attenuated by setting
the HP 54600A in averaging mode.
The frequency response is the Fourier transform of the
impulse response. A discrete version of the Fourier
transform is implemented using a fast Fourier transform
(FFT) algorithm.l The estimated frequency response
magnitude of the HP 54600A is shown in Fig. ld. The
response is plotted out to 200 MHz. The bandwidth can
be read from this plot and is equal to 140 MHz. Noise in
the frequency response results from step noise in the
impulse response.
Radix-2 FFT algorithms require the number of points to
be an even power of two. To achieve this, the impulse

response is padded with zeros at the end of the waveform. This does not affect the accuracy of the frequency
response estimate.
Sources of Error
Several factors, however, do limit the accuracy. An
understanding of the sources of error can help minimize
these limitations.
The most obvious source of error is the step input. The
overall frequency response is a product of the contributions from the step input and from the oscilloscope. Thus,
the contribution from the step input should be flat
beyond the bandwidth of the oscilloscope. A first-order
approximation for bandwidth is 0.35 divided by the
l}Vvto-9}o/o rise time.Z To make an accurate estimate of
the frequency response out to the bandwidth of the
oscilloscope (BW) with less than 5o/oerror at the bandwidth frequency, the rise time t, of the input should be:
tr < 0.35/(3BW).
The step input used for the HP 546004 has a rise time of
500 ps, giving a reasonable frequency response estimate
out to 233 MHz.
The frequency resolution of the FFT is also a limitation.
The FFT algorithm produces samples of the continuous
Fourier transform of the digital impulse response. The
frequency resolution Af of the FFT is a function of the
effective sample rate f, and the number of points N from
the oscilloscope:
Af = fs/N.
In a random repetitive oscilloscope, the effective sample
rate, not the sample rate of the analog-to-digital converter
(ADC), determines the frequency limitations of the FFT.
The HP 546004 can place points 100 ps apart and thus
has a maximum effective sample rate of 10 GHz:
fs = 1/At'
where At is the sample period of the oscilloscope and is
equal to the time base range divided by the number of
points. A 2000-point waveform from the HP 546004
acquired at the maximum sample rate gives a frequency
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Fig. l. Discrete frequency response estimation algorithm. (a) Flow diagram. (b) Digitat step response of an HP 546004 oscilloscope, channel
1, 100 mV/div (c) Approximate impulse response using the discrete derivative. (d) Estimated frequency response using a 1000-point step
response and 2-GHz sample frequency.

resolution of 5 MHz. To obtain finer resolution requires
either increasing the number of points or reducing the
effective sample rate by slowing the sweep speed. In Fig.
ld, the effective sample frequency is 2 GHz and the
number of points is 1000, giving a frequency resolution of
2 MHz.
Zero padding the impulse response can be used to
increase the number of points. However, this does not
add new information, and the resolving capability of the
FFT is not improved. For example, if zero padding
extends the sequence length by a factor of two, then
every other point of the FFT of the zero padded sequence
has the same value as the FFT of the unpadded sequence.l Thus zero padding has the same effect as
interpolation: it fills in points between frequency samples
giving a better visual image of the frequency response
curve.
Aliasing can cause error in the frequency response
measurement. Aliasing occurs for frequencies equal to or
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greater than half the sample
cy). The power in the signal
Nyquist frequency folds back
lower frequencies, distorting
response. Frequencies higher
will fold back to a pafiiculax

frequency (Nyquist frequenat frequencies above the
and adds to the power at
the estimated frequency
than the Nyquist frequency
frequency f1 as follows:I

mf" - f1 and mfs + f1 alias to f1

m = 1,2,...

For example, in Fig. ld, the effective sample rate is 2
GHz, so the power at 200 MHz includes the power at 1.8
GHz and at 2.2 GHz. However, this power is small because of the two-pole gain roll-off of the HP 546004 at
frequencies above the bandwidth.
Aliasing errors can be minimized by attenuating the
power in the signal at frequencies greater than the
Nyquist frequency or by increasing the sample rate.
Single-shot digital oscilloscopes usually incorporate a
Iow-pass filter to cut off power at frequencies greater
than the Nyquist frequency. In the HP 54600A random
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before passing on to the FFT. An upper bound for the
noise is:3

tZ/urGr.Wl ri.,trrrlr+
where M is the number of ADC codes. The noise increases as the number of points N increases. Reducing
the number of points to reduce this noise must be traded
off with more error in the discrete derivative and poorer
frequency resolution from the FFT.
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Fig. 2. Frequencyrespollscerror resultingfronLthe discretederivative.
repetitive mode, the sweep speed is set fast enough to
guarantee that the effective sarnple rate is much greater
than the bandwidth of the oscilloscope.
The discrete derivative is an approfmation
of the true
derivative and causes errors in the estimated frequency
response. This error can be quantified. Let x(n) represent
a sample of the impulse response. The discrete derivative
is simply:

Fig. 3 shows the HP 546004 frequency response estimate
for 200-point and 1000-point waveforms. The 1000-point
waveform has 7 dB more noise at the Nyquist frequency.
The upper noise bound is also plotted. The noise approaches the upper bound as predicted. The noise in the
lower frequencies is caused by aliasing. Noise at frequencies greater than the Nyquist frequency fold back to the
lower frequencies.
One method for reducing the noise without sacrificing the
number of points is to average several time-domain
waveforms. The HP 546004 has a very useful averaging
mode that can average 8, 64, or 256 waveforms. The
averaging occurs in real time and is updated after each
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[x(n+1) - x(n)]/At.
The error increases with larger sample interval At, or
equivalently, with smaller sample frequency. The error in
the frequency domain can be determined by letting x(n)
equal the complex exponential exp6on). Then the discrete derivative is:

-25.64

lexp(iro(n+ 1)) - expfi arn)l/At
where o = ZnfLt radians. The true derivative is:
A
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expfiton)/At : jo-rexp(ltrrn)/At .
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The magnitude of the ratio of the discrete derivative to
the tme derivative is:
sn(a/2)/(a/2)
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= sinc(o/2) = sinc(nflt).

The error in the discrete derivative versus to is plotted in
Fig. 2. The Nyquist frequency is equivalent to ro = n
radians. The error is negative and its absolute value
increases with increasing frequency. This error can be
reduced by increasing the sample frequency f". However,
there is a trade-off. Increasing the sample frequency
degrades the frequency resolution of the FFT.
The step input to the ADC will have a noise component
from the signal generator and from the signal conditioning circuitry of the oscilloscope. This noise is generally
small enough that it causes only the least-significant bit
(LSB) of the ADC to change randomly. The random
fluctuation can be modeled as a white noise component
added to the step response. This noise is amplified and
high-pass filtered by the discrete derivative operation

-54,4@
(b)
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Fig. 3. Noise in the frequency response of an HP 54600A. (a) 200
points. (b) 1000 polnts.
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Effective Bits Algorithm
Effective bits in a digital oscilloscope is a measure of the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The power spectrum can be
used to calculate the SNR of a signal. A plot of the
power spectmm shows the power in a signal as a function of frequency. The block diagram for a power spectrum estimation algorithm is shown in Fig. 6a. A spectrally pure sine wave is input to the oscilloscope. The
resulting digitized sine wave from the oscilloscope is
windowed with a Hanning window. The end of the
waveform is then padded with zeros. The zero pad points
should extend the waveform to at least four times its
original length and the number of points to an even
power of two. The extra zero padding improves power
estimation accuracy as will be explained later. The FFT is
then performed to convert from the time domain to the
frequency domain. The magnitude of the FFT output is
squared to give a scaled estimate of the power spectral
density.
The area under the power spectral density is proportional
to the total power in the waveform. Fig. 6c shows the
power spectrum for a 20-MHz sine wave digitized by the
HP 54600A. The digital sine wave is shown in Fig. 6b.
The area under the lobe at 20 MHz is proportional to the
signal power. The area under the noise floor is proportional to the noise power. The ratio of these two areas is
an estimate of the SNR.
Effective bits can be calculated from the SNR (see page

34):
-5@.aa

Eff bits = (SNR in dB - 1.8)/6.02
;6

+5@A
FREO(Mhz)

where SNR in dB = l0log(SNR).

{b}
Fig. 4. Noise in the frequency response ofan HP 54600A. (a) No
averages. (b) 64 averages.
acquisition.

Fig. 4 shows

the frequency

response

for no

averages and for 64 averages. Averaging in the time
domain reduces the noise in the frequency domain by 20
dB.
Overall Performance
Fig. 5 shows the estimated frequency response for a second-order system. The second-order system was chosen
to represent the best fit for channel I of the HP 546004
at 100-mV/div sensitivity. This best-fit model was derived
from the rise time and overshoot of the step response.z
The model was then used to create a 1000-point secondorder step response waveform. White noise with variance
equal to the noise variance in the HP 54600A was added
to the step response. This step was then passed through
the frequency response estimation algorithm and plotted
in Fig. 5. The tme second-order frequency response was
also plotted. Noise dominates the response at 500 MHz or
one-fourth of the sample frequency. At the 140-MHz
room-temperature bandwidth of the HP 546004, the
estimation is repeatable to within +0.1 dB of the true
response.

The 6.02 factor is equal to 20log(2), which represents one
bit of an ADC. The effective bits calculated for the HP
54600Ausing 8 averagesand a 20-MHz input is 7.5 bits.
Sources of Error
Factors that limit the accuracy of the effective bits
estimate include the spectral purity of the sine wave
input, the resolution of the FFT, aliasing, and spectral
Ieakage.The input should have an SNR at least 10 dB
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Fig, 5. True frequency response of a second-order system compared
with the estimated response.
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greater than the SNR of the oscilloscope. Using the
effective bits equation above for the HP b4600A with 8
bits, this would require:

SineWaveInput

i

@
@

input SNR in dB > 10 + 8(6.02) + 1.8 = 60 dB.

Y

The ability to estimate signal and noise power from the
discrete power spectrum depends directly on the resolution of the FFL The frequency resolution of the FFT was
given earlier as:

Y

E

Af = fs/N.
Increasing the number of waveform points gives finer
frequency resolution, but also increases the execution
time. For a radix-z FFT, the number of math operations is
proportional to:l

Y

@
@
V

Nlog2g).
Reducing the sample frequency also provides greater
resolution at the expense of increased aliasing error.
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Spectral leakage refers to the spectral line lobes in the
frequency spectrum. The frequency width of the lobes is
inversely proportional to the length of the time-domain
waveform. If the Fourier transform could be applied to an
infinite-duration waveform, the width of the lobes woulcl
be reduced to single spectral lines. The shape of the
lobes depends on the window applied to the time-domain
waveform. A window is applied by multiplying each point
in the window by each point in the time-domain waveform. Multiplication in the time domain becomes convolution in the frequency domain.
Fig. 7 shows the frequency spectmm for two types of
windows, each with 100 points. The windows have been
zero padded to give better visual displays. The rectanguIar window has a magnitude of I in the 100-point interval
and a magnitude of zero outside this interval. This corresponds to truncating the time-domain waveform. The
main lobe width in the frequency spectrum is:l

BITS

main lobe width = 2flN
The first sidelobe is 13 dB below the main lobe. Each
successive sidelobe falls off very gradually. Since the
power of individual noise components from the Hp
546004 is 60 dB below the signal component (see Fig.
6c), the rectangular window cannot be used for power
spectral estimation. The noise components cannot be
resolved from the signal component.

+@,66

The other window shown in Fig. 7 is the Hanning window. The discrete time-domain Hanning window w(n) is
given by:1
-56.@A
(cl

w(n) = 0.5[1 - cos(2nnl(N-l))].
+?5AA
F R E O ( M h z)

+5AAA

Fig. 6. Discretepower spectrumestimationalgorithm. (a) Flow
diagram.(b) 20-MHz,1000-pointsine wavefrom an Hp b4600A.
(c) Estimatedpower spectrumusing a Hanningwindow.

The width of the main lobe in the frequency spectrum is:
main lobe width = 4fslN.
The first sidelobe is 31 dB below the main lobe. Each
successive sidelobe falls off very sharply. The sixth
sidelobe from the main lobe is attenuated more than 60
dB. The axea or power under the main lobe represents
99.9998% of the total spectral power at a particular
frequency. Thus the area of the main lobe is proportional
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Calculating Effective Bits from Signal-To-Noise Ratio
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to the power. Overlap of the main lobes in the noise
spectrum causes error in the estimated power. This error
is reduced by increasing the frequency resolution.
In Fig. 6c, the sample frequency, which is adiusted by the
sweep speed of the oscilloscope, is set so the 20-MHz
signal lobe is at the very left of the spectrum. This cuts
off the Ieft half of the spectral leakage centered at 20
MHz, minimizing the noise power covered up by this
leakage. To estimate the area under the signal Iobes
accurately, zero padding is used. By experimenting, the
number of zero pad points required was found to be at
least three times the number of points in the original
waveform. These zero pad points fill in the shape of the
Iobe but do not alter it. The SNR is computed by summing the values under the main lobe of the power spectrum and dividing by the sum of the values under the rest
of the spectrum. The noise summation starts at the point
where the sidelobes of the main signal are below the
noise floor.
For applications that require estimating spectral power
rather than a ratio of powers, it is necessary to solve for
the proportionality constant that relates the mean-square
value of a signal to the power in the discrete power
spectrum. If a Hanning window is applied to the digital
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signal, then the proportionality constant is the inverse of
the Hanning window power. The Hanning window power
can be found using Parseval'stheorem:l
N+Nz-l

k=0

N- I

n=0

: (3i8) (N - 1) (N + Nz)
where N is the number of window points, N, is the
number of zero-pad points and W(k) is the discrete
Fourier transform of w(n).
Overall Accuracy
Fig. 8 is a table of actual bits versus calculated effective
bits using the power spectrum estimation algorithm. A
sine wave was created mathematically and then quantized. The resulting waveform was passed to the algorithm. The SNR and effective bits were calculated from
the estimated power spectrum. The accuracy increases
for an increasing number of points since the frequency
resolution of the spectrum estimate improves. Accuracy
falls off for ADC resolution greater than 10 bits because
spectral leakage from the main signal interferes with the
noise spectrum.
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Fig. 7. Frequencyspectruurfor (a) a 100point rectangularwinclou'and(b) a 100-pointHanningurndow.
Conclusion
Both the frequency response and effective bits algorithms
are efficient in terms of lines of code and execution time.
Both measurements provide a great deal of information
about the performance characteristics of a digital

oscilloscope. With an understanding of the limitations and
sources of error, repeatable, accurate results can be
obtained. The algorithms rely on the FFT to conveft
digital time data to a discrete frequency-domain representation. Care should be taken in applying the FFT because
it is subject to finite-precision arithmetic errors.I The
ability of the FFT to represent the continous spectrum
improves with increasing effective sample rate, ADC
resolution, and number of points. The HP 546004 and
54601A oscilloscopes are very well-suited for these kinds
of measurement techniques. The fast display update rate,
8-bit ADC resolution, 4000-point waveforms, average
mode, and 10-GHz maximum effective sample rate allow
fast, accurate results. The frequency response magnitude
estimates have been shown to be accurate within i0.l
dB for frequencies less than or equal to the bandwidth of
the oscilloscope. The effective bits estimates have been
shown to be accurate within 10.1 effective bit for
signal-to-noise ratios less than or equal to 62 dB (10
effective bits).
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Mechanical Design of the HP 54600
Series Oscilloscopes
of parts
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by Robin P. Yergenson and fimothy

A. Figge

The mechanical design team for the HP 54600 Series
oscilloscopes shared the overall design objective of
achieving the highest quality and reliability of any oscilloscope available. Quality and reliability must be designed
in from the start. The mechanical design team felt that
the most effective way to ensure that the instrument
attained these goals was to make it simple to manufacture with as few parts as possible to go wrong in the
fieId.
With this in mind, fasteners have been eliminated where
possible. Snap fits and sliding and rocking component
lock mechanisms are employed. As a result, the HP
546004 and 54601A require a total of only 22 threaded

fasteners for final assembly. Fig. I shows the components
that go into the final assembly.
It was decided early on that robotic assembly would not
be cost-effective in any portion of the assembly operation.
This allowed us to free our thinking a bit and forget the
straightJine-motion assembly techniques often used to
evaluate manufacturability. As a result, over half of the
assembly operations consist of a simple rotational attachment technique. Tfpically, one mating end has fingers and
slots that interlock so that when one component is
rotated into place, a slight interference at the joint results
in a retention load on the two components. The other
end is aligned by component details and held together by
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a screw or snap feature. Fig. 2 shows examples of this
concept. This method of assembly can reduce threaded
fasteners by a factor of two. The rotary motions of the
parts, which would be difficult and time-consuming for a
robot, are simple operations for manual assemblers.
The use of keyhole standoffs also helps reduce fasteners.
For example, the power supply nlounts with a 9-mn
sliding motion to engage the keyhole standoffs and one
screw to eliminate sliding. Also, one side of the power
supply printed circuit board rnounts to a card guide
formed in the side of the sheet-metal deck with the same
motion required by the keyhole standoffs.
The knobs on the front panel of the HP 54600 use an
internal interference protmsion with a reverse draft angle
to ensure that they stay fixed on the encoder shafts. This
eliminates the installation time and complexity of set
screws. The feature works amazingly well, resulting in
kr.robs that push on quite ea^sily,but require a substantial
increase in force to remove.
The electronics of the HP 54600 family consists of four
assemblies: power supply, display, keyboard, and systenl
board. Each of these components arrives at the assembly
line fully tested and ready for installation. To keep

'lho
Fig. 3.
scrc-rvsallolv renroval of the chassisassembly
fiom the cabine-'l.For ruggedness,thc rear I'eet arc integrate(l
into the cr:rbirrt-'l
ancl have four load-bearinq walls.

interconnection problems to a mininrum, only two ribbon
cables are used inside the HP 54600. These features result
in a total assembly time of less than 12 ntinutes, one-third
that of previous designs.
Even with an estimated mean time between failures of
50,000 hours it still seemed appropriate to include serviceability as an objective. Removing two screws (see Fig.
3) from the cabinet allows the remaining chassrs assembly to be slid out of the cabinet to permit removal of the
front panel, system board, display module, power supply,
or fan. Although caution n'rust be used when the cabinet
is removed, the instrument remains fully operational to
allow easy access for troubleshooting. With the cabinet
removed, access holes in the front panel allow calibration
for flatness and overshoot (see Fig. 4).
To satisfy the instrument's cooling requirements the
enclosure is pressurized with an 80-mm dc bmshless fan.
The air flows across the power supply and display
modules and then wraps around the sides to flow over
the system board and out the ventilation holes, which are
along the bottom of the cabinet. The narrow ducting area
along the bottom of the cabinet results in a venturi effect
which provides a relatively high airflow velocity across

Fig. 4. With the crbinet renroved, four holes in lhc front panel
allow calibralion for flatness and overshoot,.
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product that could be thrown higher too, and that increases the need for mggedness. HP's standard Cla^ssB-1
environmental tests require that lighter instruments
survive higher levels of shock. The HP 54600 family is
subjected to a 50o/oenergy increase in shock tests
compared to a 20-pound instlument of the same class.

.a
'

J
'

Fig. 5. Airflow in the HP 54600 Series.

the system board (see FiS. 5). The 20 cubic feet per
minute of air flowing through the box results in an
average air temperature rise of only about 8'C above
ambient. To satisfy environmental conditions requiring
additional cooling, a thermal sensor inside the instrument
ramps the fan voltage from 8.5V to 14V depending on
incoming air temperature. This way the instrument is
extremely quiet at standard room temperatures without
compromising component life when used in harsh conditions.
Portability
General-purpose oscilloscope users want to be able to
move an oscilloscope easily, so portability ranked high on
the list of mechanical design objectives. The size evolved
out of an earlier decision to put the whole oscilloscope
on one board and to minimize raw board costs by having
four boards per panel. This gave us a tentative board size
of about 8.5 by 11 inches. The project's first manager
suggested putting the oscilloscope board opposite the
power supply and display modules with the sheet metal
deck separating them. This configuration helps isolate
sensitive electronics from the magnetic fields associated
with the power supply and display modules and to a large
degree defines the footprint of the instrument. A 3/4-width
cabinet (about 12.5 inches wide) meets HP industrial
design standards and works well with the ll-inch board
dimension. The height is based on clearances required for
the display module. Although the final configuration
diverges from the deep aspect ratio of some other oscilloscopes, the resulting display area is nearly twice that of
these other products.
The relatively lightweight plastic resins that make up the
cabinet along with the single-board configuration result in
a weight of about 14 lb. Light weight, a generously
radiused bail handle for maximum carrS'ing comfort, and
cord wrap feet for the power cord amply satisfy the
design objective for portability.
Ruggedness
A further design objective for a portable product is that it
be mgged. By making the instmment light so that it
satisfies the design objectives for portability we created a
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On the other hand, there are some obvious advantages to
having a small package size. Compare a short instrument
and a tall instrument, both positioned on their rear feet
and both with a similar base. The short instrument offers
greater stability against tipping because of its lower
center of mass, and when tipped over experiences lower
impact forces than the taller instrument. The U.S.
MIL-T-28800D standard requires just such impact tests on
this type of instmment.
To enhance the product's resistance to impact, a highly
impact-resistant ABS/polycarbonate resin blend was
chosen for the enclosure. While this material exhibits only
moderate stiffness, its resistance to impact is two to five
times that of most of the stiffer modified resins. Ribs
were added where a higher level of stiffness is required.
The rear feet were quite r.ulnerable to impact. By integrating them into the cabinet (see Fig. 3), providing four
load-bearing walls on each foot, and adding generous
fillets to reduce stress concentrations, the urlnerable foot
problem was eliminated. The handle is molded of an even
more impact-resistant polycarbonate resin and was tested
to support the cabinet with a static load of over 400
pounds.
Although cosmetic blemishes resulting from rough field
handling do not affect the performance of the instrument,
we wanted to minimize them. By ruling out any external
paint operations and by molding in custom colors, the
final textured surface was made resistant to scratches.
To meet our objectives for ruggedness on the inside of
the cabinet, we chose a tempered steel alloy for the deck
which allows it to withstand higher levels of stress while
preventing permanent deformation. Rubber bumpers
serving as shock isolators are strategically located to help
protect some of the more sensitive internal components
from impacts. The resulting product not only passes HP's
own internal mggedness tests but also meets U.S.
MILT-28800D shock and vibration requirements for Tlpe
III, Class 3, Style D equipment.
Low Cost
It was apparent that the package for the HP 54600 Series
would have to bear its share of the cost reductions. The
strategy to achieve this goal was to integrate as many
pa.rts as possible, and to hard-tool* all mechanical pafts.
One example is the handle design. Most bail-type handles
consist of a number of separate parts requiring several
steps to assemble. The HP 54600 handle is one molded
piece. Its size and design make it con.fortable to use, and
it provides six commonly used detent positions. The
*Hardtooledpartsarethosefor whicht00ls0f highqua ity steelhavebeenmadein anticipationof longproduction
runs

I

Fig. 6. The HP 54600 front panel
lalrout resembles that of n ti'prcal
100-N'{Hzarraloggeneral-pulpose
oscilloscrope.

handle mates to the side wall of the cabinet, which has
handle removal and position defining features designed in
(again onty one part). The cabinet also has an integral fan
grill and has n'rost of the rear-panel text molded in to
avoid as many add-on labels as possible.
Much of the intemal strarcture has also been integrated to
a high degree. A-ll main subassemblies in the HP 54600
family, excluding the handle, are held in place by a
one-piece deck assembly (see Fig. 1). The deck provides
a rigid platform for the instrument and all the mounting
structure and EMI isolation for the system board. Every
feature except one fold in the deck is done on hard-tool
sheet-metal dies.
To provide shielding between input channels, die-cast
attenuator covers are used. These covers combine the
required shielding with BNC connectors cast in place, all
mounted to the deck with the previously mentioned hook
and rotate motion and one screw
No machined parts were designed for the HP 54600. The
hard-tooled parts require no secondary rnachining other
than sprue removal on the large plastic parts. Castings
are designed to be flash-free, and sheet-metal dies with
burr-free tolerancing are used. As a result, the cost goals
set early in the project for the package were achieved.
User Interface
Much time and consideration were put into the user
interface for the HP 54600. The layout of the controls and
nomenclature (see Fig. 6) was painstakingly scmtinized
by the entire prqject team. Focus group studies were
done to discover the types of knobs and buttons customers prefer most on a 100-MHz oscilloscope. Of course, the
final choices had to be tempered by our aggressive cost
goals. The result is a keyboard./keypad combination that
provides very intuitive control at an extremely low cost.
The keys hinge about their upper edge to eliminate the
annoying wobble of previotts elastonteric keys. These
kevs also have a tactile "pop" that gives the uscr a clear
signal that the key has been depressed, without the use
or expense of an audio beeper.
TWo types of mechanical rotary encoders are used behind
thc front-panel knobs: detented and sn'rooth. The dctcnted
version has a custom spring and lubricant to provide the

user with good positive feedback without requiring too
much torque. The smooth feel of the other encoder t'?e
is provided by hear,y lubricants inside the encoder. This
gives the user the feel of a quality damped control.
The front-panel larobs were designed with the customer's
mode of operation in mind. The large knobs on the
detented encoders are intended to be grasped by the user
and tumed slowly in definite steps, as a user tur-ning
vertical or time base settings on an analog oscilloscope
would do. Raised flutes on the lcrob facilitate this mode
of operation. The small lmob used on the smooth encoder
has no flutes so the knob and encoder can be spun in the
fingers of the user.
Familiarity was another goal for the front panel. Oustomers are comforlable with analog or hybrid oscilloscope
interfaces. To many customers, the HP 54600 looks like
an oscilloscope they learrred to use in school or on their
first job. C'ustomers expect to find the intensity control,
ground reference, probe con-tpensation,and power switch
on the front of a 100-MHz oscilloscope. The front panel
of the HP 54600 attempts to meet these expectations
instead of trying to change them.
EMC Design
EMC designs of the past have depended upon gasketing
techniques at the seams that are typically expensive and
labor intensive. The injection-molded enclosure used in
our design allowed us to integrate the features required
to provide reliable mating contact into the palts themselves and helped reduce part count, labor, and cost.
The HP 54600 cabinet design is a "deep can" configuration that minimizes the number of enclosure seams and at
the sarne tin.re sintplifies the tlpe of relative motion
required for proper engagement of the cabinet and the
front panel. To provide reliable contact force every inch
or so along the perinleter of the seanr, the knife-edge of
the cabinet slides in between the stiffening ribs and the
outer wall of the front panel (see F'ig. 7). Inted'ering
bunrps along the wall of the front panel force the }crifeedge of the cabinet to "snake" back and forth between
the intcrfering bumps and the stiffening ribs, resulting in
reliatrle contact force between the two ntating pat1s. This
design also minimizes l,he insertion lbrce required to mate
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the two
overlap
pling to
the two

parts. When the parts are fully engaged, an 8-mm
between them offers additional capacitive couhelp minimize the potential difference between
paxts at higher frequencies.

Once adequate mating contact was achieved between the
two nonconducting materials, a method was needed for
making the enclosure electrically conductive. The design
required good surface conductivity, which ruled out
conductive-filled plastic. We were trying to avoid external
painting operations so that process rejects, high cost, and
ugly scratches resulting from customer use could be
avoided. This ruled out double-sided plating (although we
knew that we could fall back on it later if our shielding
requirements became too high). Conductive paints didn't
offer the kind of wear characteristics or the consistent
coating thickness that we desired. The two remaining
options that were still under consideration were selective
plating and vacuum metallization. Selective plating was
considered to be higher in cost and was believed to have
certain process problems that could result in delivery
problems. Our early data suggested that the vacuum
metallization process under consideration would provide a
low-cost alternative while providing the good surface
conductivity, adequate wear characteristics, and consistent
coating thiclrness that were desired. The supplier who
would be molding our enclosure parts had an aluminum
vacuum metallization process in-house, so we chose the
vacumm metallization process.
This particular coating process results in aluminium
thickness measurements of 0.5 to 5 micrometers (20 to
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Fig. 7. l)etails of the contact
methori used t0 rnate the front
panel t0 the cabinet. The amount
of deformation in the cabinet
knife-edge is exaggerated for clarity. Sornc cleformation also occurs
in the wall ol'the front panel. Also
seeFig. I on page41.

200 microinches). For the frequencies that we are trying
to attenuate, the enclosure is in the near field of the
source and the field is primarily magnetic. Normally, the
pnmary means of attenuating these high-frequency magnetic fields is through absorption loss, but that requires a
much greater thickness than the vacuum metallization
process provides. Reflection loss then becomes the
remaining means of attenuation. With the majority of the
oscilloscope electronics on one board and some careful
EMC design on the part of the electrical designers, the
shielding thickness proved to be sufficient.
Other aspects of the HP 54600 EMC design are covered
in the article on page 41.
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The EMC design of the HP 54600 Series digitizing oscilloscopes consisted of a combination of circuit board
suppression and mechanical design techniques. Since the
entire product (including enclosure) was a completely
new design, we had an oppoftunity to design in RFI
suppression techniques from the very starl of the development. This article describes the design and test methods
ernployed to ensure that the products met intemational
and military EMC standards.
RFI standards for IIP products typically include the
Gerrnan mZ n46 Class B linrit (similar to the LI.S.A. FCC
Class B limit).'" Additionally, we decided to attempt to
meet the U.S. MIL-STD-461C1RFI requirements as specified in the environmental standard MIL-T-28800D. Meeting
these military standards imposed much more stringent
design goals than normal. Since one of the primary
drivers of the HP 54600 design was cost, early EMC/RFI
integration was necessary. By considering EMC early in
the system design, we hoped to n.fnimize the cost of
achieving the multiple goals of both intemational and
military standards. In the end we were forced to offer
two of the more costly suppression methods for some of
the military requirements a-s options. We felt that the
additional cost involved shoulcl not be imposed on the
majority of customers, who would not require the additional shielding.
Enclosure Design
We knew that older enclosure designs included too many
seams for easy RFI suppression. Therefore, we decided to
start with fresh ideas. Several concepts were suggested
and we finally settlecl on a two-paft molded design,
coated on the interior with a 2.5>1im-thicklayer of vapordeposited alurninum.'!"FOne of the parts is the main
cabinet and the other is the front panel. This two-pafl
enclosure concept reduces the number of seams to the
minimum required for access to the electronics. The
alnruinnnr is applied to all sides of the seam area so that
good contact is made between the cabinet and the front
panel.
. S t a r tn g i n 1 9 9 2t,h e
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The seam clesign is a continuons, overlapping "knifeedge", which fits in a slightly zigzag manner between a
series of raised bumps and stiffening ribs. These stifTening ribs are spaced about 3 to 6 cn'r apaft all the way
around the seam, providing a distributed pressure to
ensure a good elec'trical c:onnection. Molded bunrps
between the contact fingers act as additional contact
point,s. F'ig. I shows the main seanr details. This design
pror.ides uniform contact while allowing easy clisassembly
without thc need for special tools. The maxirnurn spacing
of about 3.1-.r
cm between contact points yielcls a theoretical shielding effectiveness of 20 dB at 500 MHz. We
perlbrnred several tests on both the seam itself ancl the
enclosure as :r whole to confirnr the shielcling perforntance.
Enclosure Testing
Sevt'ral evaluation techniques were used to a^ssessthe
RFI performanc'e of the enc'lnsnre before building a
finished electronic protot5,'pe.A number of proof-of-concept tests were perfornrecl on a ghled{ogether protot;pe
enclosure. These tests includecl near-field searn lt'akagt'
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within the enclosure to fill the larger apertures and more
closely resemble the finished product. The prototype
enclosure was tested at a 3-meter distance in an anechoic
chamber. First, the harmonic levels of the generator were
measured. Then, the generator was placed inside the
enclosure and the harmonics were remeasured. For each
measurement, the product was rotated in azimuth and the
highest harmonic levels were recorded. The difference in
readings then indicated the worst-case shielding effectiveness. Fig. 3 shows a tlpical plot of shielding effectiveness
versus frequency. This technique exposed weak areas of
the total system design before installing the electronics
and allowed the mechanical and electronic design efforts
to proceed in parallel.

Fig. 2. 'l'hisphot.oshor,vs
an optionmodulecoverbeingmeasurecl
tusittg
thc shieldittgeffectivcnerss
fixlure and a nelu,orkarral.v-zer'.
Tltisvierlcls
a conlinuousplot of shieklingeffectiveness
versusfrerlttt'nc'1'
firt thirr shielcling
materials.The teclnique allorvsa com
palisonoI clifferentshielcling
1.er:hniqucs.
tests using an HP 119404 close-fleld probe and far-field
tests with a harmonic comb generator placed within the
enclosure and measured as if it were a finished product.l
The first enclosure testing consisted of a measurement of
the basic shielding properties of various conductive
plating choices. For this test, a pair of HP 11940A closefield probes were used tip to tip, one being the transmitting source and the other the receiver (Fig. 2). These
probes were connected to an HP 87538 network analyzer
and the transfer characteristic of the measurement system
(without shielding material) was normalized to zero dB.
The shielding samples were then placed between the
probe tips and the near-field magnetic shielding effectiveness plot was obtained directly from the screen. This
method allowed a quick comparison of several different
shielding materials. Since the close-field probes were held
by posts on the fixture, it was possible to measure
various points of the actual molded parts to verify shielding performance and consistency.
Once molded prototlpes were available, the comb generator was mounted within the enclosure. The comb generator simulated a very noisy product by emitting strong
harmonics every 5 MHz from 30 to 1000 MHz. With the
generator in place, seam emissions were measured with
the 119404 close-field probe. A composite emissions
characteristic was recorded using a spectrum analyzer
and the signal leaks were noted. This emission recording
was repeated for each mold trial to track the general
progress of the design and to allow improvements to be
incorporated into the mold before the electronic protofipe was available.
Finally, far-field testing was performed, again using the
comb generator as a simulated product. By measuring the
difference in signal strength between the generator in the
enclosure and the generator without the enclosure, a
rough idea of the system shielding effectiveness (including all apertures and seams) was obtained. The video
display module, keyboard, and steel deck were mounted
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Together, these three evaluation techniques allowed us to
determine weak areas of the enclosure design before
completion of a prototlpe oscilloscope. The net result
was a good enclosure design early enough in the product
cycle so that the costs for RFI reduction were minimized.
Option Module Design
The HP 54600 oscilloscope includes option modules
which plug onto the rear of the instrument and provide
custom VO and computer control. These modules are
made of molded plastic and coated with the same vacuum metallization process as the main enclosure. The
challenge from an EMC point of view was how to connect the module shield and main enclosure shield together well enough to prevent RFI when both coatings were
on the inside of their respective moldings.
The option module is connected to the main enclosure by
a 50-pin connector and three metal-coated hooks which
fit into three openings in the main cabinet. The connector
(similar in style to an HP-IB connector) includes a
grounded shell extension which overlaps the raised shell
of the mating connector. We had originally hoped that
these overlapping ground connections and the three
hooks would adequately join the module and main cabinet shields together. Unfortunately, the connector half in
the option module was soldered directly to the circuit
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Fig. 3. Measured shielding effectivenessof the HP 54600 oscillo
scope enclosure including seams and apertures. The harmonic
<rornbgerterator was usetl l,o obtain the plot..

20MHz

board inside and thus was not grounded well enough to
the module shield, so the initial result was very strong
emissions once the module was attached to the oscilloscope.
When dealing with enclosure design, it is useful to
consider each enclosure (in this case, the module and
oscilloscope) as a separately shielded EMC environment.
Any untreated penetration of either environment (by a
wire, or by a connector in this case) will allow internally
generated noise currents to escape, thus reducing the
effectiveness of the environment's shield. Since the
connector of the module was not directly connected to
the module shield, internal noise currents were allovved
outside the shield at the connector resulting in an increase in emission level. To fix this, an EMI finger stock
strip was staked directly to the module enclosure half
and against the metallic coating as shown in Fig. 4. The
flexible beryllium copper fingers press firmly to the
ground shell of the module connector and reduce the
emission Ievel by 3 to 8 dB.
Circuit Suppression Design
One of the real keys to our radiated emissions success
was the source suppression techniques used on the
circuit board. Three methods were used: decoupling of
the crystal oscillators, proper b;passing of each IC, and
RC filtering of clock signals at the primary buffer gate.
It is well-known that crystal oscillators or other high-frequency periodic signals (such as clock lines) are among
the primary sources of radiated emissions on circuit
boards.2 Three crystal oscillators are used in the circuit
design: 10.73, 40, and 80 MHz. These high frequencies
required th,at close a-tten-tion lre pa-irt to circuit trace
Iayout and board design. All oscillator circuits are wellbypassed and decoupled from the rest of the circuit
board with an L filter consisting of a small 77-ohm ferrite
bead and a 0.1-pF multilayer ceramic chip capacitor.

JLT
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n:soo

f(3dBl= 1/(6.28RG)
= 60.5MHz
Fig. 5. An RC filter is installed following the microprocessor divider/buffer circuit. The filter slows down the rise time of the clock
signal and greatly reduces the clock harmonics.

All ICs are liberally bypassed from the supply pin to
ground with 0.01-4F or 0.17F chip capacitors. Each
package has one or more as appropriate. The larger
ASICs have both bypass capacitors and filter networks to
control noise generation.
The last primary RFI reduction technique used is a simple
RC filter network on the microprocessor clock buffer/divider (Fig. 5). Clock rise times are a m4ior cause of
emissions and are often 2 ns or less, depending upon the
Iogic family used. Very often, these fast edges a"re unnecessary.
If the Fourier series of a trapezoidal waveform is analyzed, it will be noted that the envelope containing the
noise current harmonics starts rolling off at a 20-dB/decade rate and then decreases at a 40-dB/decade rate with
a break frequency that depends only oh the rise (or fall)
time of the square wave (Fig. 6). By slowing the edges of
the clock signal, the harmonii content can be substantially reduced. Radiated clock harmonics have been reduced
by 6 to 12 dB merely by adding this simple RC network.

o
a

| = t/(rrrr)
[og Frequency

Fig. 4. A finger stock strip is used to reduce the radiated emissions
frorn the option module. The firrgers contact the module connector
ground shell.

Fig. 6. The envelope of the Fourier series of a trapezoidal waveform has a breakpoint that depends purely upon the rise time (t.).
Slowing down the rise tlme shifts this breakpoint down in frequency and reduces the amplitude of the high-frequency harmonics.
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Related to the edge speed problem is the use of fast
devices. In one case, a transistor with an f1 of 5 GHz was
used to amplify an 80-MHz trigger signal. The rise time
for this device was 2 ns and we were measuring a strong
harmonic at 800 MHz. By changing to a different device
with an f1 of I GHz and a rise time of 3.5 ns, the harmonic amplitude was reduced by 6 dB.
Printed Circuit Board Design
The circuit board is a sixJayer, single-sided, surface
mount design. Full ground planes are used to provide
both a ground plane and additional isolation between
trace layers. AII secondary power is isolated with L filters
consisting of a multiturn ferrite core and multiple chip
capacitors at the board power connector. This prevents
circuit board noise currents from traveling out the power
supply wiring.
Another suppression technique is component grouping by
function and speed. The power input and filtering are
located at the rear of the board, well away from other
sensitive or noisy connectors. The crystal oscillators are
located close to the power filter section and away from
sensitive analog inputs. The analog circuitry is located on
one side of the board, while the high-speed digital circuitry is located on the other. Plenty of filtering and decoupling is used on all supply traces to prevent noise currents from flowing from noisy areas to sensitive areas of
the board. Much of the analog circuitry is contained
within a cast shield to prevent interference from extemal
fields.
The circuit board is also attached to the steel deck,
which serves three purposes. Besides seruing as a stmctural portion of the system, the deck provides about l0
dB of low-frequency (60 Hz) shielding and also serves as
an image plane.3 An image plane acts to confine external
fields generated on the circuit board to the area between
the board and the plane. The large metal surface forces
any electric (E) and magnetic (H) freld lines impinging on
its surface to rotate orthogonally. As the image plane is
moved close to the board, this forced rotation tends to
cancel both the E and H fields that originate on the
board. This technique (which is free) further reduces the
radiated emission sources within the oscilloscope and
helps lower system RFI.
Power Supply Filtering
Design constraints on the power supply filter circuit made
for another major challenge. The oscilloscope must be
able to use any power source worldwide, so it has to
operate from 90 to 270 volts and from 44 to 440 Hz,
automatically, without user-settable switches. We also had
to meet safety leakage current limits (3.5 mA, maximum)
at any voltage/frequency combination, and we had to
meet both FTZ (Vfg) 1046 Class B (based upon the
German VDE 0871 standard) and MIL-STD-461C, CE-09
(U.S. military) conducted emission limits. Finally, because
of cost constraints, we could not use shielcled power
entry modules (PEMs). The entire filter circuit had to be
designed with discrete components mounted on the
power supply board. To say that this was a challenge
would be an understatement.
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One major difference between YIZ 1046 and MIL-STD-461
conducted emissions tests is that for FTZ 1046, noise
uoltages are measured, while for MIL-STD-461, noise
currents are measured. Thus, the filter design for FTZ
1046 needs to look like a low impedance (shunt capacitor
to limit the voltage), while the design for MIL-STD461
needs to look like a high impedance (series inductance to
limit the current). Thus, the filter topologies chosen for
the two standards tend to be diametrically opposed.
Our filter vendor ultimately proposed a filter that resembles a typical VfZ 1046 topology with series inductors
to reduce the MIL-STD-461 noise currents. The circuit is
shown in Fig. 7.
System Design
Since the circuit board assembly contains connecr.ors at
each end, the usual nuts that attach the oscilloscope
probe BNC connectors to the front panel were eliminated
to avoid stresses on the enclosure. The BNC connectors
are part of a cast shield assembly that attaches directly
to the main circuit board and then to the steel deck with
a screw. These connectors are simply pushed through
matching holes in the molded plastic front panel as the
circuit board is installed. This was another EMC design
challenge in that we were originally counting on a fairly
long path to ensure an adequate ground connection (or
cable shield termination) between the BNC ground and
the shielded enclosure of the oscilloscope. The result was
a higher level of probe cable radiation then we coultl
tolerate.
The solution to this is a thin, nickel-coated, phosphorbronze shim placed between the cast BNC shield assembly and the front panel. This shim includes four connection points (90 degrees apart) which press around the
perimeter of each BNC connector. Other tabs press
between the deck and front panel. The shim provides a
good connection between the circuit board and the
enclosure, thereby reducing probe cable radiation.
The other system problem stems from the use of a
raster-scanned CRT display. Large magnetic fields (60-Hz
vertical and 25-kHz horizontal) are used to drive the
electron beam, and these fields radiate from the oscilloscope display. The 60-Hz field can interfere with other
nearby CRT displays, and vice versa. Also, other low-frequency fields (from power transformers, typically) can
interfere with the oscilloscope display, causing the display
to swim or wiggle. Finally, the 25-kHz field radiates
strongly out the front of the CRT and can be picked up

Fig. 7. This is the final circuit used for the switching power supply
filter. It will allow the HP 54600 Oscilloscopeto meet both FTZ
1046 and MIL-STD-46i conducted emission limits.

by the oscilloscope probe tip as far away as one to two
feet. If the user measures sensitive circuits directly in
front of the CRI they will tend to pick up this horizontal
scanning signal. Passage of the radiated emission and
susceptibility portions of MILSTD-461C requires both of
these fields to be considerably reduced. The optional
shields previously mentioned were designed to help with
both of these problems. While the product meets commercial EMC standards worldwide, some customers may need
the additional shielding provided by these options.
Option 001 is a mumetal shield that snaps over the CRT
deflection coils. This both reduces the external fields
exiting the oscilloscope and, more important, reduces the
susceptibility of the display to low-frequency external
fields (such as power transformers). Unfortunately, even
with the shield in place, we are unable to comply fully
with the RE01 (magnetic radiated) or RS02 (magnetic
susceptibility) tests of MIL-STD-461C because the fields
from these tests can enter through the front of the CRT
display and upset the displayed waveform by moving the
electron beam. This is a disadvantage of all rasterscanned CRT displays.

Option 002 is a conductive filter shield that is attached in
front of the display screen. This shield reduces the E
fields at the horizontal scan frequency of 25 kHz exiting
the front of the CRT display. This filter screen allows the
oscilloscope to meet the RE02 emission requirements of
MIL-STD-461C. Additionally, it solves the problem of
25-kHz CRT emissions entering the oscilloscope probe tip.
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by James A. Kahkoska

The advent of digital oscilloscopes brought new techniques of simulating analog persistence and storage using
raster CRT technology. Digital raster persistence in digital
storage oscilloscopes simulates the screen persistence
found on analog storage oscilloscopes. To date, various
forms of digital raster persistence have existed. The latest
form for monochrome digital storage oscilloscopes allows
the user to view both the current signal and all worstcase signal excursions. This storage technique can be
applied to a wide variety of real-world problems, ranging
from its use as a simple "electronic grease pencil" to
complex CPU system analysis.
To simulate analog persistence, digital variable persistence
is used. Each pixel that is excited as the signal is displayed is time-tagged. The time tag allows the pixel
erasure time to be determined based on the user-selected
oersistence time.

The most powerful use of digital persistence is infinite
persistence. Pixels are never erased, so all signal excursions are accumulated indefinitely without the fading or
blooming commonly associated with analog storage
oscilloscopes. Infinite persistence is invaluable for catching infrequent events or making worst-case measurements.
One drawback of infinite persistence is that the live trace
information is lost in the historical signal excursions,
making it difficult to see the current signal.
Autostore
To overcome this problem, Hewlett-Packard has
introduced a new form of infinite persistence, called
autostore. In autostore mode, half intensity is used to
display all historical signal excursions while the current
signal is shown at full intensity. Simple one-key operation
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Fig. l. Comparison
of an autostoredgoodunit slgnalat half int.ellsity
with a ba(l unit signalat full intensity.
allows the user to move into and out of autostore mode
quickly.
A common troubleshooting technique used by technicians
is comparison of a good unit with a bad unit. Either
operator memory or a grease pencil is used to remember
the signal characteristics of the good unit. Autostore
allows fast, accurate signal comparison with the minimum
number of keystrokes. The user simply enables autostore
briefly to create a half-intensity image of the good signal,
then probes the bad unit for comparison. Small signal
details that might otherwise go unnoticed are easily
identified. To remove the electronic grease pencil, the
user simply presses Erase. With three keystrokes, the user
can record, compare, then erase the image. Fig. 1 shows
the comparison of an autostored good unit signal with the
bad unit signal at full intensity. The slight variation in
pulse width might go unnoticed if the two units were
compared visually.
The main strength of autostore is the ability to view all
signal excursions while distinguishing the current live
trace. This allows the user to a{iust the unit under test
while capturing the entire range of the adjustment. For
making a<fustments to minimize overshoot, jitter, or
noise, autostore provides visual feedback without which it
would be difficult to see the effects of a{iustments when
the signal changes become small. For example, for a fine
adiustment to minimize overshoot, acfiustments are made
so that the current full-intensity trace is always bounded
by the historical trace information. Autostore provides
details down to pixel resolution to verify that the overshoot is truly minimized (see nS. 2).
Autostore is also useful for building a set of characteristic
curves. Coupled with the digital oscilloscope's ability to
capture single-shot events and view negative time, autostore allows a family of single-shot events to be captured
on the screen, the most recent at full intensity. This
technique can be applied when characterizing single-shot
events over a range of specified conditions. For example,
an important criterion for power supply testing is the
power-up characteristics of the supply over a wide range
of loads. Fig. 3 shows the power-up characteristics of a
power supply over the specified range of current capacity,
with the most recent power-up cycle at full intensity.
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Fig. 2. N{irrinrizirrg
overshootby acljusting
a circuit.so that the cur,
re.r11
livc traceat full rntcnsityisalwayswithin the aulostorcclhistori
cal llac'csat hall int,cnsity.
Worst-case signal variations, such as jitter or noise, are
easy to analyze using conventional infinite persistence,
but the current state of the system becomes lost as the
traces accumulate. This makes it difficult to analyze the
effect of any change to the system, such as adjustments,
component changes, or temperature, relative to the worst
case. Autostore solves this by displaying all but the
current trace at half intensity. Fig. 4 shows a jittery signal
with the range of jitter at half intensity and the current
signal at full intensity.
Digital System Tfoubleshooting
For digital system troubleshooting, the ability of autostore
to capture a full spectrum of valid and invalid transitions
is invaluable. For example, the normal read cycle of a
CPU system results in exactly one device at a time being
enabled to drive the data bus. If the CPU occasionally
reads bad data, two likely causes are either a bus conflict
or a floating bus.
Bus conflict results when two different devices attempt to
drive a data line at the sarne time. This conflict may be
caused by either a bad bus device or bad decoding of the
chip select signals so that two bus drivers are enabled at
once. The result is an invalid voltage level between logic

Fig. 3. Power up chalacteristics of a power supply over the specified
load current range, with the most recent cycle at full intellsity.

Fig. 4. A jittery signalis shownwlth the rangeofjitter at half intettsi
ty anrlthe mostrecentsignalat full intertsitv.

Fig. 6. VCRpowersupplycurrentasa functionof supplyvoltage
duringpower-up.

Ievels. This conflict may only occur when different output
Ievels are present on each bus driver, resulting in a "soft
error" that may be difficult to diagnose because of its
context dependence. The upper trace in Fig. 5 represents
the read enable signal and the lower trace represents the
data line. Normal bus operation results in the data line's
a one or zero as indicated by the
being valid-either
markers-on
the positive edge of the read enable signal.
Exercising the system, perhaps with a memory test,
shows that one of the read cycles generated an invalid
level because of a bus conflict. With autostore, not only
can the anomaly be captured with half-intensity infinite
persistence, but also the frequency of occurrence can be
seen as full-intensity variations. Normal infinite persistence makes it impossible to see the frequency of occurrence once the anomaly occurs because there is no
intensity variation between the infinite persistence traces
and the current trace. Seeing the current trace at full

intensity allows the user to attempt to localize the problem, perhaps by using a software test to stimulate different CPU addresses and data values.

Fig. 5. The upper tra(:e is the rcad enable signal in a OPtl systent artcl
the lower tracresrepres{-'llt(lal,aoll the clala bus. OIte of the reacl
cvcles resulted in an invalid level on the data bus.

XY Mode
Autostore can be used in any horizontal mode, such as
delayed sweep or XY. In XY mode, one application of
autostore is to measure the peak power used by a device
at power-up or as the load is changed. A current or
differential probe is used on the Y axis, allowing a
voltage-versus-current graph to be drawn. A given power
level is represented by a diagonal on the graph, since
power is voltage multiplied by current. Autostore allows
the complete power-up characteristic and the live power
consumption to be graphed. For example, if a VCR power
supply were being monitored, power-up and other VCR
modes could be selected while autostore captures the
peak voltage, current, and power excursions. Seeing the
live trace at full intensity allows the live voltage, current,
and power to be distinguished from the historical data.
Fig. 6 shows the power-up cycle of a digital circuit. The
power-off point is at the lower left. The current drawn,
represented by the Y axis, begins to climb as the capacitors on the board charge up. Once they are charged, the
current begins to fall as the voltage stabilizes. The peak
power consumption during power-up is captured in the
upper right corrrer. Once the system has stabilized, at the
Iower right in Fig. 6, the user can go on to observe
various system features, such as rewinding a tape, to
examine the voltage, current, and power effects.
Summary
Autostore, with its ability to view both historical signal
changes and the current signal, has numerious applications in adjustment, troubleshooting, and design. Simple
one-button operation eliminates the complexity of analog
or digital persistence controls, allowing all levels of
operators a new way of viewing signals.
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A High-Resolution, Multichannel
Digital-to-Analog Converter for Digital
Oscilloscopes
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by Grosvenor H. Garnett

At the time of manufacture, oscilloscopes usually require
several internal factory calibration adjustments, such as
vertical gain, trigger hysteresis, and others. Many of these
calibration adjustments involve applyrng a precise dc
voltage to the circuit being calibrated. In the pa^st, these
dc voltages were developed across potentiometers and
the calibration was accomplished by having production
calibration personnel adjust these potentiometers while
obseruing instrument paraneters or output.
The operation of an oscilloscope often requires operator
input to control such functions as trigger level and offset.
In the past this often involved adjustment of front-panel
potentiometers that applied accurate dc voltages to the
intemal circuits of the oscilloscope.
Digital oscilloscopes have made it desirable to bring
calibration and operating controls under microprocessor
control. The digital-to-analog converter (DAC) makes this
possible, since it provides a precision dc output voltage

from a digital input signal. This article describes a highresolution, multichannel DAC developed for HP digital
oscilloscopes.
General Description
The multichannel DAC is an indirect type that takes in
digital serial data, converts this data to a pulse signal of
variable rate, width, and level, and then applies this signal
to low-pass filters to produce the analog voltage output.
The DAC is implemented in three circuit blocks-a digital
section, an output voltage stabilizer section, and an
output filter section for each channel-as shown in Fig. 1.
The specifications and characteristics of this DAC are:
. N u m b e r o f c h a n n e l s :1 6 .
. Maximum resolution: 16 bits. Each channel will operate
as an n-bit DAC if that channel is loaded with n bits of
data,wheren <16.
n Linearity: 12 bits.

outputVoltagBStabilizerSection

DACCLK
RefreshClock
DIN
Serial Data ln

DTN
Data latch Enable

outpu FilterSectiqn{f ol t5)

DCtK
Data Load Clock

rsJzDACtC
DigitalSection
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Fig. l. Block diagram of the highresolution, rnultichannel, indtrect
type digital-to-analog convcrter.
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Maximum refresh clock frequency input: 20 MHz.
Maximum data load clock frequency input: 20MHz
Processor interface: addressed serial data bus.
Self-refreshed (requires processor service only when new
data is loaded).
. Input digital signal compatibility: standard TTL.
e Operating speed: settles to within t % LSB in approxi
mately 50 milliseconds for 16 data bits.
. Digital section: custom HP 1SJ2 CMOS DAC IC in a
0.3-inch-wide 24-pin plastic dual inline package.
The 16-channel digital section is implemented in a custom
24-pin CMOS integrated circuit designated 1SJ2. This IC

Fig. 3. Filter sectioninput waveformand outpul r.oltagefor
frequencyof
databit D0 only high, 16-bitdata,and a DACCLK
20 MHz.The input consistsof one 5V,100-nspulseper Trn.,1
period.
provides all digital signal processing and outputs a
precisely controlled variable pulse stream to the output
voltage stabilizer and the output filters.
The output voltage stabilizer circuit stabilizes the filter
output voltages against variations of power supplies,
clock duty cycle, and digital output gate timing. It does
this by regulating the +5Vdc supply voltage to the lSI2,
which controls the level of the pulses out of the 1SJ2.
This stabilizer circuit, which is composed of extemal
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milliseconds-l

l-Trora

Fig. 5. 1S,I2DAC IC output for 16-bit data and a20-MHz DACCLK
frequency. (a) D0 only high gives one 5V, 100-ns pulse per T*nr4 periocl.
(b) Dl only high gives two 5V, 100-ns pulses per Tu.or(tperiod. (c) D8 only high gives 2.565V, i00 ns pulses per \ortl periocl. (d) D8 anrl I)0
only high gives 25115V 100-nspulses and one 5V, 20(fns pulsc per T.n.4 period. (e) D15 only high gives 256 5Y 12800-nspulses per T.,,,.,1
period (50% duty cycle). (f) D0 through D15 all high gives one 5V 6.5535-mspulse per 1'*or,1period.

off-chip discrete components, also provides a means of
calibrating the DAC.
One of the 16 DAC channels is used to provide an input
to the output voltage stabilizer circuit. There is an output
filter section for each of the other 15 channels.
The output filter section receives the variable ratelwidth,/
level pulse string output from the 1SJ2 and integrates it
to provide the analog output voltage. The filters are
external off-chip discrete components. This type of
implementation provides the opportunity to reduce
capacitively or inductively coupled interference by locating the output filter at the receiving end of the DAC
output and using the filter for both output smoothing and
interference reduction. Depending on the needs of the
channel, this section may only contain a passive low-pass
filter. It can also contain active elements to provide gain
and offset and to lower the filter ou@ut impedance.
Operation
To understand how this type of DAC works, refer to Figs.
I and 2. The 1SJ2 DAC IC and the output voltage stabilizer in Fig. 1 generate a variable ratelwidtMevel pulse
string in response to the input data. This continuously
refreshed pulse string is applied to the output filter,
which integrates the pulse string to produce the analog
voltage output.
Fig. 2 shows the output filter voltage for a general pulse
string, where N1 is the number of pulses of width T1, N2
is the number of pulses of width T2, and so on. Fig. 3
shows the output filter voltage for input data bit D0
(LSB) only high in a 16-bit system with a 20-MHz refresh
clock (DACCLK).The output filter average voltage output is
independent of the DACCLKfrequency and the values of R
ar-rd C of the output filter.
With only a few restrictions, any one of a number of
different tlpes of low-pass filters can be used for the
output filter.
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Digital Section Integrated Circuit
Fig. 4 shows a block diagram of the 1SJ2 IC. All digital
inputs are TTLcompatible. The processor interface is an
addressed serial data bus. The input signals are:
r DACCLK.
Refresh clock.
r DCLK.
Data load clock.
o DlN. Serial data in. The data bits are serially shifted into a
20-bit series in, parallel out (SIPO) shift register. The first
bit shifted in is the data LSB (least-significant bit). The
last bit shifted in is the output address MSB (most significant bit). For 16-bit data, the sequence is:
A3 A2 A1 AO D15 D14 D13 D12 Dl1 DlO D9 D8 D7 D6
D5 D4 D3 D2 Dl DO
o DLN.Data latch enable. Latches data bits into the appropriate transparent data latch inside the IC as defined
by the address bits. Also, on its rising edge, sets up the
SIPO data and address register inside the IC to be cleared
by the first rising edge of DCLK.
The variable pulse string out of the 1SJ2 IC is pulse
width modulated by the eight most-significant input data
bits and pulse rate modulated by the remaining input data
bits.
The maximum number of output pulses from the 1SJ2 IC
is 256 per DAC word. The period of the DAC word,
T*or4, is the time required for a counter in this IC to
count 16 data bits. Since the DACCLKclock is divided bv
two in this IC:
'l'
'word- : o 1- 6

2
DAccLKfrequency'

The period of a 16-bit DAC word with a 20-MHz DACCLK
is:
Tr'

rc

-: o 2'"
16

2

nffi':

6'553600milliseconds

Fig. 5 shows the pulse outputs from the 1Sl2 DAC IC
with different data inputs and a 20-MHz DACCLK.
With all

Ez-. Er

Ea.- Ers

orz
0rr
0ro
16-Bir
BinaryRate
Multiplier
Enable
Generator

0B
O7

q
q
q

;-__l

16-Bit
Synchronous
Binary
CoInter

Fig, 6. 16-bit synchronousbinary counter and binary rate multiplier enablegenerator.

data bits low, the 1SI2 will not output any pulses (not
shown in Fig. 5). When the LSB, data bit D0, only is high,
the 1SI2 will output one 5V, l00-nanosecondpulse per
\o.6 period. When data bit Dl only is high, the 1SI2 will
ouq)ut two 5V, lO0-nanosecondpulses per Tryep4period.

the address bits. The output of each data latch provides
the data bits to one of the 16-bit modified binary rate
multipliers. The binary rate multiplier enable generator
provides the enable signals to the modffied binary rate
multipliers.

For each data increase of one LSB, the 1SI2 wiU output
one additional l00-nanosecondpulse per 1;o16 period
until data bit D8 only is high. With data bit D8 only high,
the 1SI2 will ou@ut 256 l00-nanosecondpulses (the
maximum number of pulses) per T*o.6 period. When data
bits D8 and D0 only are both high, the lSI2 will output
255 l00-nanosecondpulses and one 200-nanosecondpulse
per \616 period.

Fig. 6 shows a block diagram of the 16-bit synchronous
binary counter and binary rate multiplier enable generator. The refresh clock DACCLK
is divided by two and
converted to a 50o/o
duty cycle in this block. The output
count of the 16-bit sJmchronouscounter drives the 16-bit
binary rate multiplier enable generator,which generates
the binary rate multiplier enable pulses. All 16 of these
pulses are applied to each of the modified binary rate
multipliers.

As the input data increases,one of the 1SI2 output pulses
will become 100 nanosecondswider for each input data
LSB increase. When MSB data bit D15 only is high, the
1SI2 will output 256 5V, l2800-nanosecondpulses per
T*o.6 period, which is the 50 percent duty cycle pulse
output. When all input data bits D0 through D15 are high,
the 1SI2 will output one 6.5535-millisecondpulse per
\o.6 period.
As already explained, up to 16 data bits followed by four
channel output address bits are serially shifted into the
20-bit SIPO shift register by the data load clock DCLK(see
FiS. 4). The first bit shifted in is the data LSB, and the
Iast bit shifted in is the channel output address MSB.
Since the register is automatically cleared each time
before data and address bits are loaded, fewer than 16
data bits can be used.
The data latch enable signal DLNis cycled one time to
latch the data bits from the SIPO shift register into the
appropriate 16-bit transparent data latch as directed by

The modified binary rate multiplier is shown in Fig. 7.
The lower eight data bits along with the upper eight
enable pulses are applied to a standard binary rate
multiplier to provide pulse rate modulation. The upper
eight data bits along with the lower eight enable pulses
are applied to two four-bit magnitude comparators to
provide pulse width modulation.
Each output of a modified binary rate multiplier. is
clocked through a D-Q flip-flop by the negative phase of
pulse (Fig. 4). The D-Q flip-flops drive the
the DACCLIV2
MOS outputs, which provide the final 1SJ2DAC IC pulse
modulated output.
Digital signal processing occurs on the positive phase of
DACCL|?2,
while output pulse gating occurs with the
negative phase of DACCLIV2.
This timing scheme makes the
digital signal processing timing noncritical and provides
precisely gated output pulses from the 1SI2.
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4-Bir
Magnitude
Comparatol

(the control channel) of the 1SI2 to a very accurate and
stable voltage reference. The output of this operational
amplifier drives a transistor, which completes the negative
feedback loop that regulates the positive supply voltage
to the 1SI2. Any small voltage changes at the ou@ut of
channel 7 of the 1SI2 are greatly amplified and then
applied back to the 1SI2. This negative feedback to the
1SI2 positive power supply controls the pulse level or
amplitude out of the 1SI2, thereby effectively canceling
the voltage variations in all charmels of the 1SI2.
The design of the ou@ut voltage stabilizer circuit can
vary depending on the application, but the gain of the
operational amplifier should ideally be 150V/mV or
greater.

{-Bir
Magnitude
Gomparator

Fig. 8 shows an output voltage stabilizer circuit designed
to use the Linear Technology LJTIO2ICCN&5precision
voltage reference. The accwacy and stability of the DAC
depend on the accuracy and stability of this voltage
reference. With this circuit, the DAC can be calibrated by
loading the control channel (channel 7) with all 16 data
bits high immediately after each instrument power-up.

0utput

Ou@ut Filters
The output filters receive the variable ratelwidtMevel
pulse string output from the 1SI2 DAC IC, integrate this
pulse string, and produce the analog voltage output.
Although a number of different types of low-pass filters
can be used, the one necessaryrequirement is that each
of these filters present a load of no less than 100,000
ohms to the 1SI2 DAC IC channel output. If the filter
input impedance at 39.06 kHz is lower than 100,000ohms,
DAC linearity will be degraded. A typical inverting filter
that might be used is shown in Fig. 9. A typical noninverting filter is shown in Fig. 10.
The filter output voltage change for an input data change
of one LSB is given in Fig. 11 for several data inputs. In
a typical application, the output voltage bit size is usually
specifled and the number of data bits is calculated. The
output voltage bit size is given by:
Output Voltage Range

.,
LOD

Enableln
fromBinary
RateMultiplier
Enable
Genemtor
DataIn lrom
DataLatch

t"

_ (Max. Volts Out) (Min. Volts Out)
2n
where n is the numbef'of data bits. The number of data
bits can be calculated from:
VoltageRange
,^-Output
.-b___________vn(bits) :

" LSB

log 2

Fig. 7. Modifiedbinaryratemultiplier.

Output Voltage Stabilizer
The output voltage stabilizer circuit plays the mqior role
in setting and maintaining the high accuracy of the DAC.
This circuit uses a high-gain operational amplifier to
compaxe the integrated pulse output voltage of channel 7
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Ou@ut Filter Attenuation Characteristics
Since the output filters receive a pulse string as an input,
and since these filters have finite attenuation, the analog
output voltage from these filters will contain some ripple
frequencies of the input pulse string.
onpage55)
{continued

0utprt
to
rsJ2
Positive
Voltage
Supply

Fig. 8. DAC output voltagestabilizer.

0.01zF
R5

u3

Vos: 0ffsetVoltage

Cain: &
R1

,: **,^**_tlvr**o
t
urO2=
R2R3C1C2
Fig. 9. Tlpical inverting DAC filter.

Gain:t + &
R5
Rt%Rz'hCt%Cih
O_

oo2:

R1Q+R2C2+R1C2

---]R1R2QG2

Fig. 10. Tlpical noninvertingDAC filter.
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Using the High-Resolution, Multichannel

DAC in the HP 5460fA Oscilloscope

TheHP54601A
digitizing
oscilloscope
requires
themicroprocessor
adjustment
0f
14dcsignals
(see
thatcontrol
theanalog
secti0n
ofthemainoscilloscope
board
Fig1).Inaddition,
theHP54601
A needs
a high-accuracy
adjustable
dcreference
sothatthevertical
accuracy
canbecalibrated
within1.5%.
Thehigh-resolution
multichannel
DACdescribed
intheaccompanying
article
meets
bothrequirements
Thissingle
lC,withitsassociated
filtering
circuitry
allowed
theHP54601A
designers
to reduce
board
cost,self-calibration
time,andcostof ownership
while
ensuring
thattheoscilloscope
canmeetaccuracy
specifications
overa widetemperature
range.
The14dcvoltages
themultichannel
DACgenerates
control
the
(2),postamp
(2),inputoffsets
(4),programmable
ADCreferences
offsets
preamp
gains{2),trigger
(1),time-interpolator
level(1),trigger
(1),and
hysteresrs
threshold
(1).
time-interpolator
slope
voltages
Offset
aregenerated
bytheDACfromanequation
of theformy = mx+ b
(seeFig.2a).Since
theoffsetcircuit
hasexcellenl
linearity,
anyvoltage
between
precisely
i 2Vcanbegenerated
aslongastheslope(DAC
counts/volt)
andintercept(DAC
valuefor0V)areknown.
generates
Thefirmware
thesevalues
during
a
self-calibration
by0utputting
0Vand3V(theoffsetcircuit
hassomeheadroom)
fromthedccalibration
outputintoa channel
s input.0ncetheoffsetcircuit's
characteristics
areknown,
it canbeusedasthestimulus
forthegainportion
0f the
vertical
calibration
instead
ofthedccailbration
output.
Thereason
forusingthe
offsetinputasthestimulus
isthatit isbipolar.
Therefore,
thegaincanbecaliportion
brated
overa larger
of thescreen.
Notusingthedccalibration
output
makes
it possible
to placethefront-end
position
attenuaror
inthedivide-by-20
to
reduce
theeffects
of noisecoupled
intotheinputviathecable.

(a)

Preamp
Gain
Gainat NoVernier

Gainat Full-Down-Vernier
VCV;6y

VCVnr

DACValue

Thegainforvarious
v0lts/div
settings
iscontrolled
through
theprogrammable
preamp-alinear
transistor
array.
Thepreamp
hasanattenuation
stage( + 1,
+ 5)anda gainstage( x 1, x 2. x 4),whicharecontrolled
bydigitalinputs,
as
gainadjustment
wellasa continuously
variable
controlled
byananalog
input.
This
analog
vernier
inputisusedto calibrate
gainforvarious
thevertical
1-2-5
volts/div
settings.Bychangingtheoffsetinputbetween
+3timesthevolts/divselting,the
calibration
routine
canadjust
thevernier
control
voltage
untilthetwovoltages
{b)
showuponscreen
exactly
6 divisions
apart.
Thesameprocedure
isfollowed
to
positi0n
calibrate
thefull-down-vernier
Fig.2.la)Offset
gain
voltages
of thepreamp-that
is,thepreamp
aregenerated
bytheDACjromanequation
o{theformy = mx=
gainasa function
of DACvalue.
thatresults
inthenexthigher
1-2-5volts/div
setting
butwiththediscrete
atrenua- b.{b}Preamp
tionandgainstages
inthesamestate.Given
thesetwocalibration
factors
{DAC
and
values),
thefirmware
cangenerate
vernier
control
voltages
foranyv0lts/div
setgainswiththeformula.
tingbetween
thenominal
1-2-5
no-vernier
volts/div_
no-vernier
volts/div
desiredvolts/div
full-down-verniervolts/div
- VCVfdv)
GainRatio_
VCV: VCVrov
+ (GainBatio)(VCVnv
no-vernier
volts/div
,
full-down-vernier
volts/div
(DAC
where VCV = vernier
control
voltage
value)
= vgrnlgv
VCV16v
60ntrol
v0ltage
at full-down-vernier
gontrol
VCVnu= vglnigr
voltage
at novernier

0flset

VernierControl
Voltage

Interpolator
Slope
InterpolatolThreshold

TriggerComparator

TriggerLevel
Fig.1,DAC-generated
control
voltages
inthe
HP5460'lA
digitizing
oscilloscope.
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These
formulas
thegainis linearbetween
theno-vernier
andfull-downassume
gainsof thepreamp.
Inreality,
thereissomenonlinearity
inthiscurve
vernier
{Fig.
(:3 070)
specification
isdegraded
inthisregion
2b).Thegainaccuracy
(including
p0stamp
theADCreferences,
theentirevertical
section
Calibrating
levels
foreachchannel,
andtrigger
hysteresis)
takeslessthan3.5
offsets,
trigger
process.
isnecessary
minutes
inourmanufacturing
Noexternal
source
andminimaloperator
intervention
isneeded.
Theusercancalibrate
theHP54601A
byfirst
thedccalibration
BNCconnector
0nthe
connecting
a BNCcablebetween
output
andthechannel
3 input.
Then,
whentheoscilloscope
backof theoscilloscope
prompts,
4 input,and
theusermoves
thecablet0 thechannel
1 input,
channel
finally
tothechannel
2 input.

frequencies (already given), the peak-to-peak input voltage
to the filter at each critical frequency, and the maximum
peak-to-peak ripple voltage allowed at the filter ou@ut. If
the input voltage to the filter were sinusoidal, then the
calculation for fllter attenuation would be straightforward.
Since this is not the case, some additional calculation is
required to determine filter attenuation at the critical
frequencies.
Fig. 12 represents an input voltage f(t) to the filter. The
time value of voltage f(t) can be expressed as:

-T+To<t<0

0,

40milliseconds
Another
calibration
usingthemultichannel
DACis performed
every
t(t): s,
0 <t<To
Thisisthetime-interpolator
The
during
normal
oscilloscope
operation.
calibration.
0,
To<t<T
measures
thetimebetween
thetrigger
eventandthesample
timeinterpolator
100-ps
resolution
bystretching
theinterval
andcounting
cycles
of a
clockwith
For a 16-data-bit system, when the MSB D15 only is high,
pulsewidthis inputto thetime
Inthiscalibration,
high{requency
clock.
a known
process0r.
interpolator
Thefirmware
adjusts
thetimeinterpola- f(t) will be such that
bytheacquisition
at exactly
the
tor'sslopeandthreshold
untilthepulseisstretched
andmeasured
to: T/2'
width.Calibrating
thiscircuit
0fjustcharacterizing
it}eliminates
correct
{instead
processor
theneedfora lOok-up
tableorequati0n
thattellstheacquisition
where
When the LSB D0 only is high, f(t) will be such that
increasing
Thiscalibration
to placethedata,thereby
throughput.
takesapproximatelv
150us.
to:
landT:216.
TheHP546004
usesthesameDAClCandalgorithms
butusesoneDACchannel
4 offsetisusedas
fewerThechannel
3 offsetchannel
isunused,
andthechannel
trigger
thetrigger
levelfortheexternal
source.
MarkP Schnaible
Development
Engineer
Division
Colorado
Springs

Fig. 11 gives the filter output ripple voltage frequencies
(critical frequencies) for the case when the LSB D0 only
is high (and every 256 counts above the LSB only high)
and when the MSB D15 only is high. These ripple voltage
frequencies will vary with the frequency of the DAC
refresh clock. These output frequencies are the fundamental frequencies of a rectangular pulse string. The ripple
frequency that occurs when the LSB D0 only is high is
given by:
f-

.ISB

-

2x2n

Frequency _
DACCLK
- ' L" S B '
2x2

The ripple frequency that occurs when the MSB Dl5 only
is high is the 50 percent duty cycle pulse output. This
ripple frequency is given by:

flrsn

DACCLKFrequency

2x28

r/'r\:

S2.jktt
6

K=-

where
, rT0

: +l Atik(2nlr)rdt.
'Jn
",.
"
Hence

DACCLK
FYequency

The ripple frequency that occurs when all data bits are
high is given by:
t" N l -_

For each of these two cases the fundamental frequency
component of this rectangular pulse string must be
attenuated sufficiently to give the maximum peak-to-peak
filter output ripple voltage allowed at each of these
fundamental frequencies (critical frequencies). The peakto-peak filter input voltages at these two fundamental
frequencies can be determined with the use of Fourier
analysis. Using the exponential form of the Fourier series,

: fsmz.

To determine the output filter attenuation needed at the
critical frequencies, one needs to know the critical

<.S
f(t) : +
' " r - 3).

-

r
- ro/2)
sin(knTo/T.t"ik(2x/r)(t
,f
n

The peak-to-peak amplitude of the kth harmonic is:

(4X5),.
.,,
4laul: :
u)zlsinl(kn(TolT)]l
volts peak-to-peak.When the MSB D15 only is high, A =
5V, and To = T/2, then the peak-to-peakfundamental
frequency (k = 1) voltage amplitude is:
(4X5), .
4 l a u l: \ u
lsin[1t;(r)(l/2)]l
: 6.366197volts peak-to-peak.
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Number
of Data
Bits

DACCTK
Frequency

1SJ2
Pulse
Amplitude
0utput

RefreshGlock

Volts
peak-topeak

1SJ2Ripple
Frequency
Outpul

Data
LSB
0nly
High

Data
MSB
0nly
High

fiss

fMss
(kHz)

0ne-LSB
Filter
0utput
Voltage
fol UnityGain
Filtel

0utput
Voltage
Bit-Size

ForAll
Data
Birs
High

ForMSB
0nly
High

dB al
fLss

dBat
lMss
39.06
kHz
-98.43

16

20MHz

5V

152.6
Hz

33.06

76.29FV

-12.04

15

20 MHz

5V

fi52H2

39.06

152.59
FV

-12.04

-s2.41
-{6.39

14

20MHz

5V

610.4
Hz

39.06

305.18
FV

-12.04

13

20 MHz

5V

1.2121kH2

39.m

610.35
IV

-12.04

-{0.37

12

20 MHz

5V

2.M1kHz

39.06

1.2210
mV

-12.M

-74.35

11

20MHz

5V

4.8lIlkHz

39.06

2.i1414
mV

-12.04

-68.32

10

20 MHz

5V

9.766kHz

39.ffi

4.8828
mV

-12.M

-{2.:X!

I

20MHz

5V

19.31
kHz

39.06

9.7656
mV

-12.04

-55.28

8

20MHz

5V

39.06kHz

39.06

19.531
mV

-12.04

-50.26

This peak-to-peak voltage is used to calculate the filter
attenuation required to keep the filter output ripple
voltage that occurs at f14gg to some desired level. The
required filter attenuation to give a maximum peak-topeak ripple voltage of +% LSB = VLse at f14ss with a
20-MHz refresh clock is shown in Fig. 11. In general,

FilterAttenuation
at fMse= Z0toS

f4)f5)
4 l a u l: \ F t s i n l f

Ts

T

T+Tn tl

Fig. f2. A genericfilter input voltage.
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... .. | .
tl(nXtk)lt

= 305.1757microvolts peak-to-peak.

*i+_I._&=&___r
-T+Ts

DAC output filtcring

requlrements.

This peak-to-peakvoltage is used to calculate the filter
attenuation required to keep the filter output ripple
voltage that occurs when LSB D0 is only high (and also
every 256 counts above D0 only high and when all data
bits are high) to some desired level. The required filter
attenuation to give a maximum peak-to-peak ripple
voltage of t y2 LSB : V15s when all data bits are high is
given in Fig. 11. In general,

I

-T

Fig. ll.

When the LSB D0 only is high, A = 5V To = 1, and T =
216,then the peak-to-peakfundamental frequency (k = 1)
voltage amplitude is:

v.^U"UUffiq;.

fft) +
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FilterAttenIation
for +% ISB
Filtel0utput
RippleVoltage
Amplitude
{peak-to-peak)
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Vt'ss
Filter Attenuation at f^,, : 20log
" 4ta,.l

2T+Ts

where 4lall is calculated for all data bits high.

Comparing Analog and Digital
Oscilloscopes for Thoubleshooting
instrument
of
thetroubleshooter's
hasremained
Theanalog
oscilloscope
for
laboratory
has
replaced
it
thedigital
oscilloscope
choice
eventhough
in
h pe
aslimitations,
especially
thr,ea n a l oogsci l l o sco
an a l y sH
i so. w e ve
dig i t at rl o u b l e s h o o ti n g .
try Jerald B. Murphy

The oscilloscope is the troubleshooting tool of choice for
engineers and technicians because it gives a picture of a
circuit's operation. This picture, a display of instantaneous
voltage as a function of time, reveals details about the
circuit's operation that can't be obtained from other
measuring instruments. The analog oscilloscope has
remained the troubleshooter's instrument of choice, even
though the digital oscilloscope has replaced it in laboratory analysis applications. Early in the definition phase of
the HP 54600 Series oscilloscope project, we set out to
find out the real reursons behind the remaining use of
what we believe to be an obsolete technology. A series of
market research tools were applied to this problem and
the results of this research gave us a clear picture of
what was needed to solve these very real needs.
The research tools applied to this problem were focus
groups, mail surveys, telephone interviews, and personal
visits. This research covered oscilloscope users in the
U.S.A., Japan, and the Far East. The findings in all of
these geographic areas were the same. There axe very
small differences in the application of oscilloscopes in
these geographically diverse markets.
Analog Oscilloscopes
Analog oscilloscopes remain the troubleshooter's tool of
choice because of three key characteristics attributed to
this technology. The first of these is the highly interactive
display, which results from the use of the direct-view
vector CRT. The vector display shows changes in the
signal in real time. Adjustments are simplified because
there is no delay between a change and the observation
of the effect on the wavefor:rn. Another characteristic of
the highly interactive display is that complex waveforms,
such as TV video and amplitude modulated RE, are
displayed as expected.
The second attribute of the analog oscilloscope that
keeps it so popular is its direct-access controls. For
example, to change the size of the display, simply tum
the volts/division control.
The third key attribute of the analog oscilloscope is its
low price. Analog oscilloscope technology is mature and
price competition between suppliers has kept prices low.

Analog oscilloscopes are not without limitations. The
heart of the analog oscilloscope is the vector CRT. This is
the component that gives the analog oscilloscope its
highly interactive display. It is also the weak link in the
analog oscilloscope's ability to keep up with the shift to
digital system troubleshooting and analysis. The light
produced by the phosphor has a very short lifetime after
the electron beam has passed.l In the case of the most
commonly used phosphor, P31, the light ou@ut decays to
a level that is just discernible in normal room light in 38
microseconds. This means that the electron beam must
reexcite the phosphor at a rate that is fast enough to
keep the light output at a level that is visible. If the
refresh rate drops below 26 kHz there will be a dramatic
drop in light output. This may not be a problem until
something like a high-resolution time interval measurement of a control or handshake line is encountered. In
this case a fast sweep speed is required, and the signal
repetition rate is less than the rate needed to keep the
phosphor excited. The faster sweep speeds result in a
Iower light output from the phosphor because the electron beam does not spend enough time at any given
location to cause the phosphor to produce its maximum
Iight output. Thus, any decrease in refresh rate will have
a greater effect on light output. Another factor that can
reduce the light output of the CRT is the use of delayed
sweep. As the magnification increases, the display repetition rate drops.2 Even in the case where the main sweep
display is bright and crisp, the phosphor's light output
may drop below the visible level as delayed sweep is
applied to increase the timing resolution of the display.
Another phenomenon that limits the usefulness of the
CRT is flicker. When the refresh rate drops below a
certain minimum, the display will appear to flash on and
off (flicker).I Although the flicker frequency is a function
of the specific phosphor used in the CRI the apparent
rate seen by the eye is independent of the actual rate and
is approximately 15 to 20 Hz. Flicker becomes more
annoying as the display gets brighter. This often occurs
when a fast signal must be viewed at a slow sweep
speed, as is the case in many digital circuit applications.l
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Taking these two characteristics of the analog CRT into
account, a map of useful operating area can be developecl. Fig. I shows a plot of sweep speed as a function of
input trigger repetition rate. Let's examine this map to see
how the limits were established. Holding the input signal
repetition rate constant at a point where a bright crisp
display will be obtained and decreasing the sweep speed,
we wili reach a point where the display starts to flicker.
Clontining to decrease the sweep speed will cause the
flicker to increase to a point where the display is no
longer useful. It will eventually decay to a moving bright
dot. The point at which the flicker becomes so bad as to
cause the display to be unusable is the left-hand limit of
the operating area. Holding the sweep speed constant at a
point where the light output and flicker problems are
minimized and varying the signal repetition rate, we see
that as the input signal repetition rate is decreased the
display becomes dimmer. Once a point is reached where
the display in no longer viewable in room light, the lower
limit of the operating area is reached. This limit increases
as the sweep speed is increased.
Another limitation of analog oscilloscopes is their inability
to look ahead of the trigger point. Laboratory-quality
analog oscilloscopes have delay lines in their vertical
systems to ensure that the trigger point is displayed, but
this does not solve the problem when the trigger event is
at the end of the event to be displayed. This is a very
common case in digital system analysis.
Another limitation of analog based oscilloscopes is that
their measurements are based on analog ramps with
accuracy specified as a percent of full scale. Often
greater accuracy is required to determine the cause of
problems in digital systems.

oscilloscopes are more like a slide projector show than a
video show. That is, they are very high-fidelity, but
changes in the waveforrn are difficult to observe. Higher
sample rates offer a partial solution to this problem, but
the limiting factor is the processing time required to
create the image. The present state of the art in digital
oscilloscopes results in an image throughput rate of less
than 100 waveforms per second. For this reason these
instruments have been widely accepted in research and
development labs, but they have not replaced the analog
oscilloscope in troubleshooting and adiustment applications.
Effect on HP 54600 Design
The market research gave us a clear picture of the needs
of oscilloscope users who were continuing to use analog
oscilloscopes even when the inherent limitations of these
oscilloscopes became problems. These users placed such
high value on the interactive display and direct access
controls of analog oscilloscopes that they were willing to
live with their other limitations. The design goals of the
HP 54600 project were to produce a digital oscilloscope
that would have the look and feel of analog with the
power of digital and at a price that was comparable to
high-quality analog oscilloscopes. The HP 54600 Series
oscilloscopes are designed for users who know that they
need the advantages of a digital oscilloscope but are
unwilling to sacrifice the real-time performance of analog
oscilloscopes.
This design goal resulted in a three-processor architecture
that relieves the CPU of the acquisition and display
functions and places those tasks under the control of two
custom integrated circuits. This new architecture provides
a display throughput of more than one million points per
second, producing a digital oscilloscope with display and
control responsiveness equal to that of analog oscilloscopes.
Fig. 2 is a plot of sweep speed as a function of trigger
repetition rate for the HP 54600. The digital display
system never flickers, so the oscilloscope is fully useful
at sweep speeds as slow as 5 seconds per division. Since
the display is refreshed by a custom processor instead of
the sweep ramp, the brightness does not decay as the
sweep speed is increased or as delayed sweep is used.
The only part of the map that is not covered is the
high-speed single shot area. This coverage is limited by

100

Digital Oscilloscopes
The cligital oscilloscope has addressed these problems.
Digital oscilloscopes make their measurements with
digital precision, and they have the ability to view events
that occur before the trigger. In most cases they have the
ability to place the trigger event at the end of the display
window, giving the user a full screen of negative-time or
pretrigger information.
With their digital storage displays, digital oscilloscopes
have solved the flicker and low light output problems.
The present generation of digital oscilloscopes offers a
bright display but it is rather static. The displays of these
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the 20-megasample-per second analog-to-digital converter
system.
The logarithmic vertical axis of Fig. 2 masks the singleshot limitation of the HP 54600 analog-to-digital converter
system. Single-shot captures are useful for signals with
bandwidths of 2 MHz or less.

Fig. 4. HP 54600 delayed sweep display.
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HP 54600 displays of slowly changing signals axe presented free of flicker. Precision timing of control and
handshake signals can be performed at sweep speeds that
required a viewing hood or camera with analog oscilloscopes. Figs. 3 and 4 are analog oscilloscope and HP
54600 displays of the same delayed sweep application.
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Neural nets are a family of architectures used for processing information. Neural nets are often said to process
information in the same way that the brain does. This is
an overstatement. The architecture of a neural net is
loosely inspired by the architecture of the brain, but there
are enorrnous differences between a brain and a neural
net. The current technology of neural nets is very far
from being able to simulate even simple brain functions.
From a technological viewpoint, neural nets are of
interest because they offer a computational approach that
may prove to be a very effective way of solving certain
problems that are difficult to solve by conventional
means. Conventional problem-solving methods require an
explicit representation of the mapping between input and
output. Expert systems, for example, work by first
making the problem-solving procedure explicit as a set of
mles, then implementing these rules in a program. The
rules constitute an explicitly formulated procedure for
mapping from input to output. This approach works well
so long as the rules that implement a procedure can be
discovered. However, it is often very difficult to discover
a set of rules that define a problem-solving procedure.
Neural nets offer an alternative approach to an explicitly
formulated input-output mapping.
Neural nets do not require that the mapping from input to
output be explicitly represented in a program. For this
reason they have been called "nonalgorithmic computing."
This is misleading, not to say paradoxical. There are, of
course, algorithms, but they are different from conventional algorithms. Conventional algorithms speciS. an
explicit procedure for mapping between input and output.
Neural net algorithms specifu a learning procedure for
adjusting the mapping between input and output. Effectively, the job of speciffing an explicit input-output
mapping in a conventional system is replaced by the job
of specifying a mechanism that is capable of learning how
to map between input and output. To illustrate this it is
necessary to consider the sttucture of a neural net.
Neural Net Structure
A neural net consists of a set of processing nodes that
are connected together. The nodes can be arranged in
one single layer, with the same set of nodes acting to
receive input and produce output. Alternatively, they can
be arranged in two or more layers, with different sets of
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Fig. l. A three-layer neural net.

nodes receiving input and producing output. Fig. 1 shows
a three-layer net.
Understanding how the connections between nodes work
is the key to understanding neural nets. Each node
receives input, either from an external source or from
other nodes in the net, or sometimes from both. The
input that a node receives from any other node is a
function (usually a simple product) of the output of that
node and the weight of the connection between the
nodes. All inputs are combined (usually by being
summed). Each node has an activation value. The input
to a node and its current state of activation are passed
through a function f to produce an output value for the
node. In Fig. 2a the activation value is shown as a
threshold that must be exceeded before the node produces any output. Tlvo typical output functions are shown
in Figure 2b.
The arrangement of nodes in a net and the connections
between the nodes define the architecture of a neural net.
There are many different types of connectivity. In some
nets every node is connected to every other node. This is
particularly common in single-layer nets. In nets with
more than a single layer, the connections are usually

(x)

t

*__l-----*
-lx

flx)

t

._r_
I'
t

(bl

Fig. 2. (a) Thestructureof a typicalneuralnet node.Inputsare
providedby a1...a..Eachinputhasa corresponding
weightw11.
The
thresholdis 0;.(b) TWotypicaloutputfunctionsf.
between layers, with each node receiving input from
some of the nodes in the previous layer.
Neural nets learn how to create a mapping from input to
output by a{usting the weights on the connections
between nodes until the output of the net meets some
criterion.
The m4ior features of neural nets are:
. Neural nets can learn the mapping between input and
ouq)ut, rather than needing to have it specifred in advance.
. Each node in a net receivesinputs from severalother
nodes,which are combinedtogether to determinethe
ou@ut of the node.
. There are different net topologies (or architectures),
which typically have different applications.
Distributed Representation
Given some entities to be represented,the most straightforward scheme is a local representation that uses one
computing element per entity. Conventional systems
largely use local representation.Neural nets do not,
except at the lowest level at which each node responds
to some particular input feature. Above this level, each
entity is represented by a pattern of activity distributed
over many computing elements (nodes), and each computing element is involved in representing many different
entities.
A representation of an entity is built up over time in a
neural net by presenting exemplars of the entity to the
net and adlusting the strength of the connection between
nodes that respond to the exemplar (i.e., nodes that
respond to a feature contained in the exemplar). Fig. 3 is
an example of a two-layer neural net that receives input
from a source external to the net and provides output
from the net. Each node in the input layer responds to
the presence of a particular feature of the input. Tlpically
this will be some very low-level feature (such as a line at
a particular orientation in a net that is designedto
recognize letters). Thus, the input of any entity will be
distributed over several nodes. If the feature to which a
node responds is present in the input, the node is activated; otherwise it remains inactive. Each input node is
connected to va"riousoutput nodes and activates the

output nodes as a function of its own activation and the
weight on the connection between it and the output node.
Each output node sums all the inputs that it receives and
produces an output if the sum of the inputs exceeds a
threshold value.
Learning in a neural net occurc by a{usting the weights
between nodes according to principles to be discussed
below. When a net has learned to represent an entity,
presentation of the entity results in a particular pattern of
activation over a set of nodes. This type of representation
has advantages and disadvantages. One of its greatest
advantages lies in the fact that no single input feature is
critical to the pattern of activation. This means that the
whole pattern of representation can be recalled given
only partial input about the entity. This is of particular
value in pattern recognition tasks.
Learning
Learning in a neural net occurs by a{iusting the weights
between nodes. In practice, the weights axe assigned
some initial value, which may be random or may be
determined by some knowledge of what the approximate
weights are likely to be for a particular representation.
The net is then given some training input and an output
is produced. There are two types of learning: supervised
and unsupervised.
In supervisedlearning, there is an external criterion for
what constitutes a correct output and the net is provided
with feedback about how close its output is to the
criterion. The difference between the desired output and
that produced is computed. The weights are then adiusted
according to some algorithm, which is designedto reduce
the error, typically by a small amount only, between the
desired output and the output produced. The net then
receives new input and the process is repeated. Over a
Iarge number of training trials, the net learns to produce
stable ou@ut from the input that it receives.A number of
theorems about convergenceand stability have been
proven for a variety of learning algorithms.
In unsupervisedlearning, there is no external criterion of
performance. Instead, the learning algorithm is designed

Fig. 3. A twoJayer neural net. Input is provided from outsidethe net
to a1...an.
Outputfrom the net is providedby b1...b0.The weighton
the connectionbetweena1and b1is w1i.
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to search for patterns in the input data. Many unsupervised learning algorithms are essentially parallel implementations of clustering algorithms. Unsupervised learning
is useful for exploring patterns that may exist in complex
data, but this method of learning is not usually the basis
of applications.
In summary:
o In supervised leaming, neural nets learn by comparing
the output produced with some desired output and then
adjusting the weights on connections to reduce the difference between the output produced and that desired.
. The rnethod ofreducing the difference is specified by the
learning algorithm.
Net Architectures
The learning algorithm and the net architecture are the
two major features of a neural net. The net architecture
is the arrangement and interconnections of the nodes.
The nodes in a neural net are arranged in layers. There
can be a single layer that serves as both input and
output, there can be two layers, one for input and one
for output, or there can be three or more layers, in which
case there are layers that do not have direct connections
to either input or output. These layers are said to be
hidden. Their main function is to create intermediate
representations of the input.
Single-LayerNets. The best known singleiayer net is the
Hopfield net. In 1982, John Hopfieldl published a seminal
paper in which he showed how to analyze the global
dynamics of a fully connected, single-layer net, using
techniques borrowed from spin-glass theory. This introduced a new set of mathematical techniques to the area
of neural nets, and had a revolutionary irnpact on a field
that had attracted relatively little research interest since
Minsky and Papert2 published their critique of perceptrons (see below) in 1969.
A Hopfield net initially stores a number of patterrrs using
a simple learning rule that increases the weight of the
connection between units that are simultaneously active
when an input pattern is presented. Hopfield showed that
the dynamics of such a system could be modeled by
Lyapunov energy functionsS and that as the system
evolves the energy dissipates so that the net converges to
a local minimum. This represents a stable point of storage for the pattern. Once the patteffrs have been stored
the weights are frozen. Hopfield showed that these
patterns are stable and can be retrieved given fragments
of the pattern as input. The net can thus act as a content-addressable memory.
Hopfield nets have also been used to solve optimization
problems.4 In these cases, it is first necessary to create
an energy function that describes a specific combinatorial
optimization problem, and then construct a net from the
energy function. Hopfield and Tank5 have obtained almost
optimal solutions to the traveling salesman problem using
this technique.
Two-layer Nets. TlvoJayer nets have a direct connection
between the input and the output layers. Historically, this
architecture is of considerable importance because it was
used by Frank Rosenblatt6 in the 1950s and 1960s to
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investigate the ability of neural nets to learn to recognize
patterns. Rosenblatt called his nets perceptrons. Rosenblatt's learning algorithm for a twoJayer net* adjusts the
weights between the input and output layers in proportion to the error between the desired and computed
outputs. Rosenblatt attempted to extend the same learning procedure to threeJayer nets, but failed to find a
satisfactory way of adjusting the weights in the hidden
layer of units. This failure, together with the fact that
Minsky and Papert showed in 1969 that there are fundarnental limitations on the kinds of patterns that a two-layer net can learn to recognize, was largely responsible for
a loss of interest in neural nets as computational systents
between the late 1960s and the early 1980s.
Multilayer Nets. In the mid-1980s the problem of adjusting
the weights in a hidden layer of units, which had defeated Rosenblatt, was solved, apparently independently,
in at least three different locations. The best-known
solution is that of Rumelhart, Hinton, and Williams?,
which is called back-propagation. The back-propagation
learning technique paved the way for serious exploration
of the power of nets with hidden layers. These are
usually called multilayer perceptrons. A large number of
applications have been developed around a multilayer
perceptron architecture and some variant of back-propagation leaming. There is also considerable theoretical
interest in these nets.
With a multilayer net the number of hidden units and the
connectivity of the net become issues of considerable
importance. These are probably the areas in which the
greatest theoretical advance is possible. At present there
are few general principles to guide the constmction of a
multilayer net. Many applications simply guess at an
appropriate number of hidden units, or compare a few
different specifications for performance. Similarly, the
degree of connectivity is often determined by ad hoc
principles. These issues are of considerable importance in
considering large-scale applications because the learning
time required is a nonlinear function of the degree of
connectivity and the number of hidden units.
In summary:
. Single-layer nets can be used to store patterns of information and can function as content-addressable memories.
These nets have been extensively analyzed.
. T\,rro-layernets have also been extensively analyzed. Their
leaming capabilities and their limitations are well-understood.
. Multilayer nets have aroused great interest. They have
given rise to a range of successful applications. However,
their properties are not well-understood. At present,
there is considerable theoretical research into these nets.
Neural Net Applications
The main application area for singleJayer nets to date is
in pattern recognition tasks. Because of their content-addressable memory singleJayer nets could also potentially
revolutionize database applications. However, in practice
*The
perceptr0n
perceptron.
salsosometimes
confusingly
caledthesingle-layer
The
layer
inthiscase
single
isa single
layer
ofwelghts
between
theinput
andOutplt
layers
0f
" ayer't0refer
nodes.
Thegrowing
ist0usetheterm
convention
tolayers
ofnodes
rather
thanlavers
ofweiohts.

the performance of a singleJayer net degrades when the
number of pattems exceeds t\o/o of the number of nodes,
which makes the system unsuitable for large-scale storage. Attempts continue to improve the storage capacity of
single-layer nets.
TkoJayer nets have the longest established line of applications, largely because of the work of Widrow and Hoff 8
in the early 1960s. They developed a system called the
Adaline, which is similar to Rosenblatt's perceptron, and
which has been used for adaptive signal processing and
control systems. For example, the Adaline is widely used
as an adaptive equalizer in high-speed digital modems.
Multilayer nets have given rise to a wide variety of
applications. These include:
o Identification of radar patterns
. Target recognition in sonar images
o Detection of explosive substances at airports
o Recognition of Kanji handwriting by PCs
. Parts inspection in manufacturing
o Fault diagnosis ofengines
e Classification and interpretation ofmass spectroscope
data
r Optical character recognition
. Insurance risk assessment
. Mortgage risk assessment.
Despite the diversity of application domains, all of these
problems are examples of pattern recognition. This class
of applications may be where neural nets will prove most
useful. In many pattern-recognition problems it is impossible to specify precise criteria for membership of the class
to be detected (because there are none). Thus, a probabilistic approach is required. However, a further difficulty is
that the features used in identifying a pattem often have
context-sensitive probabilities. Obtaining a precise representation of this information, as is required in conventional approaches to pattern recognition, is extremely difficult. The ability of a neural net to learn an input-output
mapping may prove a more practical and more robust
approach. A good example of this approach is MSnet,
which was built by Bo Curryg at the Stanford Science
Center, and which classifies mass spectra more reliably
than other methods.
Multilayer nets are also being extensively explored for
various aspects of speech processing. The debates in this
area, in particular, are vigorous between the proponents
and critics of neural net approaches.l0,ll The nature of
the debate usually revolves around what it might mean to
have learned some aspect of a language. Many neural net
demonstrations have been criticized as restricted to local
problems of language while missing the principles that
give language its power. These criticisms have some force
when applied to the demonstrations to date, but many of
the proponents of neural nets believe that neural nets will
be built that can learn to process language significantly
better than other systems.
The major problem with using neural nets for applications
is setting up the architecture of the net in the first place.
In most existing applications the architecture of a neural
net has been selected in advance of using the net. At

present the choice of an architecture is to some extent a
matter either of inspired guesswork or of trial and error.
There is relatively little guidance in the neural net literamany layers
ture on how to match an architecture-how
a problem. However,
and what degree of corrnectivity-to
recent developments indicate that it may be possible to
allow a net to modify its own architecture during the
course of learning.
Hardware and Softr'vare
Neural nets employ the principle of parallel computation
by a layer of nodes (and sometimes of several layers with
bidirectional connections simultaneously activating each
other). To date, most of this parallelism has been simulated on serial computers. However, it is now possible to
obtain specialized hardware for neural net applications.
There are special-purpose accelerators to speed up run
time on serial computers, implementations of particular
networks on VLSI chips, and neurocomputers containing
arrays of parallel processors.
There is an increasing amount of neural net software
available for rapid prototyping of neural net applications.
A typical software environment will contain a selection of
architectures and learning rules. The application developer need only select the architecture desired and provide
the input for the net and the exemplars on which the net
is to be trained.
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Intermittent faults that cripple Ethernet local area networks (LANs) often cannot be detected by traditional
network problem-solving techniques. By the time a
traditional tool like a cable tester or protocol analyzer is
rolled out to monitor the network, the problem has
vanished. Users suffer from unreliable LANs while network managers suffer from the wrath of angry users for
problems the managers are unable to diagnose.
One solution is distributed LAN analysis. A distributed
LAN analysis tool taps into a network segment and
continuously monitors it, tracking use, logging important
events, detecting errors, and raising alarms over major
problems. To minimize this tool's interaction with the
network, it is independent of other nodes on the network.
Using a network management console, network managers
can retrieve information gathered by the distributed LAN
analysis monitors that have been placed throughout the
Engineering

network. Because the monitors provide a history of
network activity, the sources of transient faults can be
discovered even after the network has returned to good
health. The data gathered by the monitors can be analyzed to plan for the future of the network.
Designing a good distributed LAN monitoring system is
difficult. With several megabytes of data flowing across a
typical Ethernet segment every minute, keeping track of
all of the data that appears on the network would be
impossible. Thus the distributed monitor must be able to
filter and store only important information and send it
quickly and efficiently to the network management
console. The console must be able to combine the reports
of many distributed monitors into an expansive view of
the network's health. Only then will the network manager
be able to solve specific problems and plan for the
network's future growth.
Marketing

ThickCoax

MoreNodes TwistedPair

Administration

Fig. l. Acme, inc.'s hypothetical
network.
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To demonstrate the utility of distributed LAN analysis, we
will describe how a typical customer of Hewlett-Packard's
49905 LanProbe distributed LAN analysis system might
use the system to find intermittent network faults. We
will then discuss the challenges that were faced in
designing the LanProbe system.
Case Study: Acme, Inc.
We begin our study of distributed LAN analysis by looking at a typical large Ethernet-based network run by a
hypothetical firm: Acme, Inc. Acme's networking problems
axe a conglomeration of the problems seen on the networks of HP's medium-size and large customers. As
shown in Fig. 1, Acme's network is made up of a variety
of cabling technologies (thick and thin coaxial cable,
twisted pair, and fiber optic cable) that are tied together
by different interconnect devices (repeaters, bridges,
routers, and gateways). The network is spread around the
world in engineering, marketing, manufacturing, and sales
offices.
The Acme network is managed with tools like protocol
analyzers, cable test equipment, and local diagnostic and
monitoring software. Most of these tools are reactive, that
is, they are not used until someone calls in with a complaint. Only then, for example, is the protocol analyzer
wheeled out of the closet, connected to a network
segment in the next building, and the problem found and
fixed. Uncovering the source of many problems requires
physically breaking the network so that the strategy of
"divide and conquer" can be used to pinpoint the exact
Iocation of the physical fault or errant node.
This type of network management is costly. Users suffer
the expense of frequent and unpredictable network
downtime. The company pays the price of having the
network management group dedicated solely to debugging
the network rather than planning for its growth and
improving its ef{iciency.
Acme decided to place an HP 4991A LanProbe on every
segment in the network. The LanProbe is a passive
monitor that listens to all of the traffic flowing past it on
the network. It collects and analyzes this data and sends
it to a central management console running the HP
ProbeView softwaxe. HP 49904 ProbeView is a PC-based,
Microsoft@ Windows 3.0 application that provides a
number of tools for examining the data that ProbeView
gets from LanProbe. These tools include network and
segment maps, statistics, packet trace, event log, cable
test, and alert manager.
Each of these tools provides useful information. The
network map is a logical picture of the layout of the
Ethernet segments, repeaters, bridges, routers, and
gateways that make up the network. Each segment on the
network map can be examined in detail by opening the
segment map. This window shows the name and type of
each node attached to that segment.
The statistics tool is made up of four charts that provide
different views of traffic on the network over time. The
QuickView (Fig. 2), trends (Fig. 3), and packet size
distribution charts show what has been happening on the
segment as a whole while the node traffic chart (Fig. 4)
breaks down the traffic on a node-bv-node basis.

The network manager can capture and analyze raw data
flowing across the network with the packet trace tool.
Important events and changes on a segment are recorded
in the event log tool. The network manager can test the
integrity of a coaxial cable with the cable test tool; errors
Iike cable breaks and shorts are quickly found. Finally,
the alert manager lists high-priority alert messages sent to
ProbeView by LanProbes scattered throughout the network.
Each of these tools is most useful when used interactively and in combination with the other tools, as we will see
below.
Finally, an HP 4992A Nodelocator was added to each
coaxial segment. Working together, the Nodelocator and
LanProbe accurately determine the locations of nodes on
coaxial cables. This feature allows ProbeView's segment
map to show nodes exactly where they are physically
attached to the segment. This information lets the network manager quickly find the locations of bad nodes
and physical network faults like cable breaks and shorts.
Finding an Intermittent
Problem
While installing LanProbe and ProbeView, the Acme
network manager spent time working with the QuickView,
part of the statistics tool (see FiS. 2.). QuickView is a
"network dashboard" which shows the current, average,
and peak values for packets sent on the network, bytes
on the network, broadcasts, errors, and so on. The
network manager can set thresholds for each category.
For example, the manager can tell LanProbe to alert
ProbeView if the number of errors on the network is
more than 20 in a one-second interval. An icon will ring
and flash on the PC's screen, calling the network manager's attention to the event. With threshold alefts, problems
come to the manager's attention immediately, as soon as
they happen; the manager does not have to go out and
pin them down. This is crucial if the network problems
axe transient.
Soon after the Acme network manager set the thresholds,
an alert appeared. Opening the alert manager, the network manager found that the error threshold on the
Yellow Segment had been exceeded. The manager connected to the offending segment and looked at the trends
window (another part of the statistics tool) to see network activity over the past few minutes. As Fig. 3 shows,
the error rate had already dropped back to its normal
level. Switching to the daily trends window, the manager
saw a disturbing trend: the eror level jumped sharply in
even intervals throughout the day. Anticipating that the
problem would soon reappeax, the manager configured
node traffic (yet another component of the statistics tool)
to gather data for the next several hours and then went
out for a long lunch.
The node traffic data identified the source of the errors.
As shown in Fig. 4, node tra.ffic provides network statistics broken down on a node-by-node basis: packets sent
and received, bytes, broadcasts, multicasts, and errors
sent, and utilization. The manager saw that node FFFFFFFFFFFF was generating almost all of the errors. Looking
in the ProbeView log, the manager read the log entry
"Bad source address FFFFFF-FFFFFF seen on segment"
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Fig. 2. QuickView shows the
current, average, and peak values
for packets on the network, by'tes
on the network, broadcasts,
erors, and so on. The network
manager can set alatm thresholds
for each category.

and realized that this Ethernet address is valid only as a
broadcast destination address. Suspecting that a node
might have been misconfigured with the bad source
address, the manager set up the trace tool to capture
packets sent from address FFFFFF-FFFFF$ then started
the trace and went to a network planning meeting.
By the end of the meeting, trace had found many packets
whose source address was the invalid address. As presented in Fig. 5, all of the bits in these packets were set
to one, the CRC error-checking value was wrong, and the
length of the packets was below the minimum length for
an Ethernet packet (a runt). With this new information,
the Acme manager now suspected a cable problem or a
piece of faulty hardware connected to the net. Since the
problems were occurring on a coaxial segment, the
manager invoked the cable test tool. A one-shot test
uncovered no problems, so the manager set the cable test
to mn continuously, hoping to catch a transient fault.
LanProbe's cable test is nondisruptive, unlike other TDR
cable tests. The LanProbe can accurately find the location
and nature of the coaxial cable problem and reports this
information in the ProbeView log. The log will include a
message like "Weak short 153 feet away from LanProbe"
or "Cable open near LanProbe. (Connected? Missing
terminator?)." When used with the Nodelocator, which
accurately maps the physical locations of nodes on
coaxial segments onto ProbeView's segment map, ProbeView can show exactly where the fault lies, such as
"between Mike's workstation and the LaserJet III print
seryer" (see Fig. 6). Ttaditional cable test techniques
leave it up to the user to segment the cable manually to
try to figure out where the problem is. It is a time-consuming, tedious procedure that can force network adminstrators to crawl into the rat's nest of wires stuffed under
the floors and up the columns of modern office buildings.
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LanProbe and ProbeView do away with the mess and
provide quick answers.
Unfortunately, while the trends screen continued to show
surges in error rates, the cable test continued to report
no errors. To see if the problems experienced by the
Yellow Segmentwere appearing on other parts of the
network, the Acme manager connected to LanProbeson
other segmentsthat were attached to the Yellow Segment
by a bridge. The manager used the same tools (trends,
daily trends, node traffic, trace, and cable test) but did
not see the same errors. Suspecting that the bridge might
be corrupting packets that it was passing between segments, the manager replaced the bridge and the problem
went away. The bridge manufacturer identified a faulty
board as the source of the problems.
What the Scenario Shows
This scenario shows many things about distributed LAN
analysis tools. The Acme network manager was able to
diagnose a complicated problem easily without leaving
the office. Solving the problem did not require dispatched
equipment; in fact, without distributed equipment in place
to monitor the health of the network continuously, the
problem may not have been discovered until it had
escalatedinto a serious, disruptive problem. The value of
an early warning system is clear.
F\rrthermore, since ProbeView uses a graphical user
interface, many tools can be placed side-by-sideon the
central console. Thus, different views of the network can
be compared simultaneously,permitting faster problem
solving as correlations become readily apparent.
Design Issues
The Acme scenario demonstrateshow powerful distributed LAN analysis systems can be. It also should be clear

that they require careful design. On a typical Ethernet,
several megabytes of data can flow across the wire every
minute. Unlike a dispatched protocol analyzer, the user's
console (ProbeView) is detached from a segment monitor
(LanProbe) so the design is constrained by the speed of
the link between the console and the monitor. It might
seem that the best way to connect those two devices
would be over the Ethernet itself. But, because a network
manager will most want to connect to the segment

monitor when the network is down, the console must be
able to reach the monitor via an out-of-band serial line or
modem connection during those times. Thus, while the
network manager may choose to connect the console to
the monitor over a fast l0-MbiVs Ethernet connection or
over a slow 1200-baud modem connection, depending on
the network's topology and state, the product design must
always assume the worst: a 1200-baud link.

Fig. 3. (a) Thc trencls u.intlorv
sholvs rrctwolk ac{ivity ovt:r tirc
past felv minules. Hele the errot'
rate has already rlropped back tcr
r r , , l i l r ; r l , l T l r " , l u i l vl l r ' l r { l :\ \ i r l
c l o wi n t h i s c a s c s l r o r v st h a t t h e
crror rate has beertjumping
sharplv at even int.er',,als.
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Fig.4. The node lraffic lool prr
vides network statistics on a
node by node basis. Herc tirt'
data shows that node FFFI"I''I"
FFFFFF

i\ oonerrl

ilrP nrost 6f

the errors.

Furthermore, since the console and monitor are not
always connected and exchanging data, a distributed l,AN
analysis monitor must be able to collect data efficiently
for long periods without talking to the console. The
monitor must be able to alert the console of major
problems such as physical network faults and excessively
high utilization. The console must be usable without being
connected to the monitor.
Thus, the design of a distributed network management
system is primarily a problem of data reduction, transmission, and presentation. The network monitor must be able
to digest large volumes of data from the network quickly

and store only that which is important (data reduction).
The monitor must be able to upload stored data to the
console compactly and efficiently (data transmission).
FinaIIy, the console must be able to uncompress the data
to present an expansive and useful view of the network
to the user (data presentation). These design issues are
illustrated in Fig. 7.
Cost is also a major design factor because the product is
distributed and permanent. A network manager can afford
a protocol analyzer like the HP 49724 LAN analyzer or
HP 4981A network advisor because only a few are
needed for even the largest of networks. A protocol

Fig.5. The trace tool can be set
up to capture packets sent from a
specific node, in this case
FFFFFF-FFFFFF.
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Fig. 6. The cable test tool can be
used on a one-shot basis or set to
run continuously to capture intermittent faults. The test is nondisr u p t i v ea n d s h o w si h e l o c a l i o n
and nature of a cable problem.

analyzer can be rolled to the scene of a problem, while
distributed monitors are most useful when they are in
place ahead of time. To keep the price down to a point
where customers will be able to afford a monrror on mosr
or all of the tens or hundreds of Ethernet segments that
one might find in a medium to large network, the design
must be constrained by the need to keep the cost of
implementation and manufacture low.
Data Reduction in the LanProbe
Consider the problem of node table management on the
LanProbe. The LanProbe mns a multitasking, dual-processor, real-time operating system. As packets are pulled off
the Ethernet, they are passed to various tasks, which
generally correspond to the visible tasks on ProbeView
(see Fig. 8).
One of these tasks is the node table manager. This task
checks the source address of each packet to see if that
node's address already exists in its node table. If not, it
adds it. Since Ethemet addresses are six bytes long, there
are potentially about 2.8 x 10ta Ethernet addresses, many
more than one could fit into a node table. Thus, the
number of nodes that the LanProbe can know about must
be a subset of that total. Even if the node table is very
large, it still can fill up as stray or invalid source addresses are sent across the network and as network equipment
is added and moved. Therefore the monitor needs a
scheme that periodically thins out the node table to keep
it from overflowing.
LanProbe's solution is provided by node aging. The
network manager sets a time limit (from 3 minutes to B0
days). If LanProbe does not see a packet from a node
within that time period, the node is marked for deletion
from the node table. By setting a long time limit, the
manager makes sure that outdated nodes are pruned from

the network over time. By setting a short time limit, the
manager can see if important nodes like a file server
have stopped transmitting.
Every 30 minutes, LanProbe also marks for deletion any
"stray nodes" in the table. Stray nodes are nodes from
which LanProbe has seen less than four packets. This
generally means that the source address was part of a
garbage or stray packet. When the table is nearly full, the
marked nodes will be deleted by a background garbage
collection process. If the network is extremely big, the
node table will lock when full and no new nodes will be
added. Balancing HP's experience with large networks
with LanProbe's memory constraints, the size of LanProbe's node table was set at about 2,300 nodes.

Monitor
(LanProbe)

Data

Connection
Speed

Console
{ProbeView)

Netvvork

l0 Mbits/s 0.lXl2Mbits/s
-/d

Data
Data
Data
ReductionCompression
Expansion

'

Data
Interpretation

TheUser
Fig. 7. Design issues for distributed LAN analysis:data reduction,
compression, and expansion.
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LanProbe'snode table managementis a good example of
data reduction in a distributed network monitor. It shows
that the monitor needs to know what is important and
how to store it neatly. The monitor must have good
strategiesfor dealing with information overload. Furthermore, it must be able to identify what is most and least
important so that it can know what can be thrown away
safely.

time at which each node had last sent a packet on the
network. When the node table was nearly full, the LanProbe would delete nodes in the reverse order of their
last transmission:the nodes that had not sent data for the
longest period of time would be deleted first to make
room for newer nodes. This algorithm is similar to the
Ieast recently used (LRU) algorithm used by many operating system page table managers.

But perfect data reduction is impossible. For example,
instead of locking the node table when it fills, it might be
better on some networks to toss out some old entries to
make room for new ones. The choice is subjective. As
LanProbe has been installed at more customer sites and
on more varied network topologies, HP has changed some
of its data reduction algorithms to fit a wider class of
networks.

But there were drawbacks to this approach. Keeping
track of the time at which each node last transmitted
took about 8K bytes of valuable LanProbe memory.
Storing and sorting this data and purging nodes from the
table was time-consuming.Furthermore, as in the "fill and
flush" approach, if data from the nodes that were purged
did reappear on the network, log entries indicating that a
"new" node had been seen on the network would be
generated.ProbeView would recognize these "new" nodes
as ones that the LanProbe had seen before and would
ignore them. But this meant that ProbeView and LanProbe would still be bogged down exchanging information
that did not help the network manager.

In an early implementation of the LanProbe firmware,
when the node table filled, if the nodal aging scheme did
not prune enough nodes from the table, the whole table
would be flushed and rebuilt based on data seen later on
the network. Since Ethernet segmentson well-planned
networks generally contain traffic from less than 2,000
nodes, it was difficult for HP engineersto test this "fill
and flush" node table managementalgorithm on live
networks. But one early customer had a very large
network that was poorly partitioned. Thus LanProbe saw
packets from more than 4,000 different source addresses.
When the node table filled, the table was flushed, only to
be rapidly refilled and flushed again. The LanProbe
wasted time building up and tearing down the node table
and ProbeView was consumed trying to keep up with the
volume of changeson the LanProbe.
Based on this customer'sexperience, new algorithms
were explored. One alternative was to keep track of the
'-
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Another alternative was to increase the size of the node
table. While this change does not improve the "fill and
flush" algorithm, it reduces the chance of the node table's
filling in the first place. Unfortunately, cost constraints on
the LanProbe kept this change from being implemented.
Therefore, the alternative of locking the node table when
it fills was implemented. The great disadvantageto this
"fill and lock" approach is that new nodes transmitting on
the network will not be tracked by the LanProbe after the
node table has filled. But it avoids the memory and
performance problems of the other options and keeps the
LanProbe from being overwhelmed by processing "new"
nodes and then communicating that information to
ProbeView.HP's experience is that if data from more than
2,000 nodes is seen on a segment,the network should be
repartitioned, using intelligent bridges and routers to
replace dumb bridges and repeaters. Given this opinion,
this node table managementalgorithm is a good one.
Data Tbansmission
As stated earlier, LanProbe and ProbeView can communicate on either a fast network connection or a slow serial
or modem link. Having the out-of-band serial or modem
connection is vital. Without it, the network manager
cannot connect to the distributed monitors when the
network is down. However, having a slow-speedaltemative means that the distributed LAN analysis system must
be designedto work well regardlessof the speed of the
connection. This requirement holds true especially when
large amounts of data are being uploaded from the
LanProbe to ProbeView for immediate display to the user.

ReaFlimel(6iul

Fig. 8. HP LanProbe internals and tasks.
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One tool that needs to display its information quickly is
packet trace. With the packet trace tool, the network
manager can tell ProbeView to have LanProbe capture all
or a filtered set of the packets being sent across the
network. For example, if a user calls to complain that a
diskless workstation is not booting from a server, the
network manager can trace all of the packets sent to or
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Fig. 9. The LanProbes do not
sequentially upload entire captured packets to ProbeView.
They first send header information, which ProbeView uses to fill
in the header and the body of the
notecard in the trace display.

from that workstation, decode the packets, and diagnose
the problem.

. When the LanProbe finishes sending the header information for each captured packet, it starts sending the data in
the packets. It divides each packet further into 138-byte
LanProbe can capture up to 600 packets or 250K bytes of
chunks and, should there be more data in the packet to
data. Depending on the volume of traffic on the network
send, uploads the second 138-byte chunk ofthe first
and the types of packets the user has chosen to capture,
packet, then ofthe second packet, the third packet, and
the LanProbe trace buffer can fill quickly (in less than a
so on. It then goes back to the first packet and, if there is
second) or slowly (over hours or days). If the buffer fills
more
data from the packet to upload, sends the third
slowly, packets can be uploaded to ProbeView as they a.re
138-byte chunk, and so on.
captured. The speed of the connection between LanProbe
c If new packets are captured while data chunks are being
and ProbeView is unimportant.
uploaded, header information for the new packets are
However, if the buffer fills quickly, the connection speed
sent to ProbeView before any more data chunks are sent.

is crucial. 250K bytes of data can be sent over a typical
TCP/IP Ethernet file transfer connection in less than a
minute. Over a 1200-baudconnection, it could take 34
minutes or longer to upload the data to ProbeView,
especially if other information is being exchangedbetween LanProbe and ProbeView.34 minutes is too long to
wait when the network manager wants to see the packets
immediately.
Thus the LanProbe system designers had to find a faster
way to present the trace data to the user. The solution:
as packets are captured, they are not uploaded sequentially in their entirety to ProbeView.Instead:
" The LanProbefirst uploadsthe time the packet was seen,
the total length of the packet, whether it was a valid packet or an error packet, and the first 138bytes of the packet
(which contain the Ethernet source and destination addressesand the packet type or length, dependingon
whether the packet is an Ethernet or IEEE 802.3packet,
and probably all ofthe protocol layer headers).ProbeView usesthis information to fill in the headerand the
body ofthe "notecard" in the trace display (see Fig. g).

This technique works because it gives the network
manager the most important information first. In trying to
diagnose the diskless workstation's failure to boot, the
network manager wants to know right away if the workstation is sending correctly addressed boot requests and if
it is getting any responses. This information is included in
the header data sent to ProbeView
Only when those questions ale answered will the network
manager want to start looking through the contents of the
packet. Since the most revealing data (the headers for the
transport and higher layers in the network protocol stack)
are at the front of the packet, most network managers
will want to look at the data in the first part of each
packet before looking at the data in the subsequent part
of any packet. Thus uploading the data in chunks makes
sense.
Note the difference in the rate at which the network
manager sees the header information using a straight
upload versus the LanProbe algorithm. If ten 1500-byte
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LanProbes detect serious errors, is started when the
manager selects the alert manager tool in ProbeView or
when ProbeView gets an alert from a LanProbe. The
applications that make up ProbeView use a messagebased interface to share information.
Microsoft
Windows3-0

ProbeView has a modular design. Multiple applications on
the PC share the common data link transport. The transport works over different media (Ethernet, serial, and
modem connections) but is transpa.rent to the higherJevel
applications. The transport supports a primary connection
t
IEEE802.3 between ProbeView and one LanProbe, but it can also
tEEE
802.3
ol
or
support several inbound alert connections from other
Ethernet
Ethernet
LanProbes. Thus the manager can get alerts sent by
LanProbes throughout the network even while looking at
Fig. 10. HP ProbeViewis a collectionof MicrosoftWindon's:J.(l
a single segment. The separation of the alerl manager
apphcations.
from ProbeView makes it easier and faster for the user to
get and manage alerts. ProbeView's modular design means
packets and then one 64-by'te packet were captured and
that
it is easier to enhance, test, and support, which leads
uploaded sequentially in full over a 1200-baud link, the
more reliable and useful product.
to
a
two
for
more
than
have
to
wait
would
manager
network
minutes to see anything about the eleventh packet. With
The network manager works with the ProbeView window
the LanProbe algorithm, the manager waits only 12
shown on the screen. While graphical user interfaces are
seconds. Furthermore, if the manager scrolls directly to a
easy to use, most do not have ways of neatly coupling
packet whose header has not ben updated, ProbeView
related applications that run in different windows. Probewill request that packet's header immediately from the
View solves these problems with its "tools" model. A tool
LanProbe.
is one or more windows that provide a particular feature

@

But there are times that the network manager would like
to see the full contents of a packet immediately, rather
than waiting for the upload of the entire trace buffer to
complete. Accordingly, the system is designed so that if
the user is in Hex/ASCII mode and scrolls through a
particular notecard in the trace window, and if all of the
data that the user wants to see in that packet has not
been fully received yet, ProbeView will request the
remaining data from the LanProbe. LanProbe will respond
to the urgent request by uploading the data immediately.
The trace upload algorithm was implemented because the
out-of-band serial or modem connection between LanProbe and ProbeView is too slow for a simpler "upload
everything in the order it was received" approach to
work. The design of the algorithm was dictated by the
needs of network managers: information is sent in order
of importance to the manager. The algorithm is flexible
enough to recognize when the manager wants to see data
that has not been sent yet and to send that data right
away. Providing this sort of intelligence and efficiency is
key to making data transmissions between distributed
LAN monitors and the network management console work
well.
Data Presentation
Presentation of the data gathered by the LanProbes is
handled by ProbeView. ProbeView is a collection of
Microsoft Windows@ 3.0 applications (see Fig. 10). When
the network manager starts ProbeView, the ProbeView
data link is also started; this application provides reliable
network trar.rsport connections over UDP/IP and reliable
serial link connections. The data link runs in the background and is invisible to the user. The alert manager,
which displays warning messages that are generated when
0f lvlicrosoft
Corp.
regrstered
trademark
Micr0soft
isa U.S.
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(for example, the network map and segment map windows together form the map tool). When the manager
selects a tool, ProbeView's menu changes to reflect the
menu choices available for that tool. Some menu selections such as exit ProbeView, connect to LanProbe, help,
and ProbeView options are common to all tools. The
tools model is a convenient way of tying together different actions and displays; it saves memory on the PC and
improves performance relative to having all of the tools
run as stand-alone applications. It also means that several
tools can be aligned on the screen so that information
from many tools can be seen at once, permitting faster
problem solving as correlations become immediately
apparent.
All of the tools share a common database. This database
is built from information supplied by the network manager and by the LanProbes to which ProbeView connects.
Each time ProbeView connects to a LanProbe, the two
systems identify changes in common parts of the database and sy'nchronize those areas. The ability of ProbeView and LanProbe to s;mchronize quickly and accurately
is an important part of good distributed network management. Without synchronization, the ProbeView tools might
present incomplete or outdated inforrnation to the manager.
The ProbeView tools provide different views of conunon
information in the database. For example, each node on a
network is physically attached to only one segment. But
if data sent by that node is passed to other segments and
is heard by several LanProbes, that node will appear on
the segment maps of several segments. (The LanProbes
have no way of telling whether the node is connected to
the local segment or if data from that node is being
forwarded by a bridge, repeater, etc.) Thus ProbeView
depends on the network manager to tell it where a node
physically resides.

Therefore, the network manager is allowed to place a
node on a segment with the map tool. Placing a node
means it is physically attached to that one segment.
ProbeView automatically removes that node from the
other segments on which it used to be visible. By pulling
this placement information out of the database, the node
traffic window of the statistics tool can display which
nodes have been placed on the current segment. This
information is useful for identifying if heavy users of a
segment are on the current segment. If healy users are
not located on the current segment, there may be a need
to reconflgure the network topology. This is all part of
the data presentation done by ProbeView; from a common store of data, the ProbeView tools present multiple
views and interpretations.
LAN Analysis as a Planning Tool
Distributed
T[aditional network management tools are not good
plarming tools. Most Ethernet management tools are fault
management tools and help with fault detection, isolation,
and recovery and perhaps some performance monitoring.
General network management needs to be more comprehensive to include not only fault management but planning, configuration, security, performance, and more.
Distributed LAN analysis can fill one of these needs:
planning. Because distributed network monitors provide
historical data, it is easy to collect data over time and
analyze past network performance to plan for the future.
This planning can include capacity growth, changes in
network topology, and reliability improvements such as
the identification and replacement of error-prone nodes,
segments, and interconnects. But as always, the distributed LAN analysis system must know which data is
important and how to store it compactly. One distributed
network analysis product collects data in a central
database. A customer reported that this database grew by
four gigabytes per month! Even if enough disk space
were available to store that volume of data, there would
probably be too much of it to analyze well. This experience emphasizes the impofiance of good data reduction
at the source.
ProbeView is designed to be a planning tool, as the
following example illustrates. In laying out a large network, network managers use many strategies to improve
network performance and reliability. For example, related
nodes are
nodes are clustered together-engineering
Iocated on the engineering segment, separated from the
rest of th'e network by a router. By partitioning the
network, users get faster access to local resources like
servers and printers, network backbones are used less,
and errors and crashes are localized. For example, if the
marketing segment goes down, users on the other segments will not be affected.

group might begin to run graphics-intensive demos on
local workstations booted from engineering and support
servers. Administrative functions might be consolidated so
the volume of traffic and number of nodes on the administration segment increases sharply, along with wide area
network (WAN) traffic. The benefits of partitioning the
network are lost; local performance drops, the backbone
becomes clogged, and network or node downtime on one
segment will take down the whole company, not just one
department.
Distributed LAN analysis can come to the rescue in such
situations. The network manager already uses the distributed LAN analysis system to connect to various segments
by hand to diagnose existing problems and get a current
view of the network. But to plan for the future, the
manager needs to build up a good store of information
over time and analyze it offline.
The network manager can use ProbeView's AutoPolling
feature to automate this data collection. AutoPolling can
be configured to connect to each segment on the network
in turn each day. After uploading new log entries and
synchronizing the distributed database, ProbeView gathers
and exports segment map, log, trends, daily trends, and
node traffic data. This new data is appended to the end
of the existing export files. These export files can be read
into a database manager or into a spreadsheet like
Microsoft Excel for further analysis. HP provides some
Excel macros to solve some problems. For example,
simple analysis can find configuration errors like duplicate IP addresses. More sophisticated, network-specific
analysis can detect problems like:
o A large volume of clienVserver traffic running across a
backbone segment (solution: partition the network to
isolate clients and servers onto the same segments).
. Overburdened segments and devices like the administration segment and the WAN gateway (solution: repartition
segments, add new devices, or increase their capacity).
. Overly high levels of broadcast and multicast traffic,
which can significantly slow network performance (solution: change configurations or software on nodes sending
too many broadcasts or multicasts).
ProbeView provides network managers with the information they need to analyze and plan for the future of their
networks. It does so in a way that cannot be matched by
a dispatched protocol analyzer or performance tool that
provides a short-term view of a small part of the network.

Well-designed networks work fine at first, but over time,
entropy sets in. For example, a new support group might
move into space vacated by engineering. The marketing
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Poor Network

network managersto easily identify and fix network
problems as well as analyze the network as an aid to
planning its future.

Partitioning

partitioned
0na poorly
network,
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thepacketwill
a packet,
be
LanProbe and ProbeView work because they have been
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inthenetwork,
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fromitssource
t0 itsdestination.
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etfiltering
androuting
capability
interconnect
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bysegment
devices analysis: data reduction, transmission, and presentation.
such
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These
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thetraffic
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onport1,andif it then
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hears
a packet
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willnotsenda copyof thatpacket
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handling information overflow LanProbe compactly
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transmits its data to ProbeView using adaptive algorithms
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to port2.
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planning
When
a network
without
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orwhencostisvery
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packetfiltering
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They
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Conclusion
Distributed LAN analysis can solve network problems. By
continually monitoring an Ethernet LAN and by compiling
a record of network activity, the HP LanProbe distributed
LAN analysis system allows network managers to solve
intermittent faults and plan network growth. This system
does so with distributed analysis monitors that watch
network traffic, store important information and events,
and compactly transmit this data to a network management console that presents a multifaceted, expansive view
of network activity. LanProbe and ProbeView allow

designedto work well over both fast and slow connections. ProbeView,taking advantageof its graphical user
interface and common central database,gives the network manager many tools with which to solve network
ailments and to plan for growth.
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